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elcome to the food system of the U.S.-Mexico border
—the geopolitical boundary with the greatest economic
disparity in the world. Stories written and spoken about
this unnatural rift in the landscape are the stuff of myth,
literary leaping or yarn spinning, depending on who tells
the tale. The U.S./Mexico border is also, for many, una
herida abierta—an open wound. It’s a third country altogether; a ghostly apparition; America’s neglected playground; el Norte—where the grass is always greener (if it
is alive at all), and so on.
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Researchers have gathered data to account for the economic and nutritional schism between the two countries. But the numbers are often imprecise, for Mexico
and the United States rarely use the same measuring
stick. According to one report, the per capita income of
U.S. citizens ($45,989) is 5.6 times greater than that of
Mexican citizens ($8,143), with most Americans having at
least three times the buying power for food and drink
than their neighbors on the other side of the line.
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And yet, when we look more closely at the border
region, we see that national averages hardly apply. In
counties immediately adjacent to Mexico, poverty rates
are twice as high as the rest of the U.S., while incomes in
Mexico’s northern border states are 75 percent greater
than in the rest of the Republic. Nevertheless, this still
puts the average income in U.S. border counties far above
the average income in the Mexican border states.
Food grows our future: Child at a Sonoran hot dog cart in Tucson | Photo Michael Jones

Such stark discrepancies become personal when
Mexicans witness the lavish consumption and unbelievable waste of food (40-50 percent) by their neighbors
north of the border. On economic grounds alone, it should
be no surprise that there are at least five million undocumented Mexican-born residents in the United States,
many of whom work in the farm, ranch and food service
sectors of the economy.
Meanwhile, 60 percent of all fresh winter-spring produce eaten in the U.S. now comes from Mexico. Wal-Mart
is the largest single food retailer in Mexico, providing
more jobs than any other transnational corporation.
Viewed from just about every angle, Mexico is critical to
the U.S. food system, while the U.S. food system is increasingly important to Mexico.
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Given such differences and disparities in access to
healthy food, we are surprised by the lack of a transborder food security and agricultural sustainability
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assessment for our shared “foodshed.” The border states

levels have likely worsened since the global economic

have some of the highest levels of agricultural production

downturn of 2008 and the subsequent decline of U.S.

in North America. Yet, little of the food produced here

tourism in Sonora.

reaches the people most at risk. The “Mariposa” port of

The people who bring us our daily bread on both sides of

entry at Ambos Nogales, for example, is the gateway for

the border—largely, Mexican farmworkers—are among

the third highest flow of food into the U.S., after New York

those North Americans most likely to go hungry or live

and Los Angeles; it is also a mere way station on the larger

in a food-insecure household. The incidence of poverty

food supehighway connecting northwest Mexico’s farm

among farm workers, ranch hands and fishermen from

fields to the fast-food drive-ins of Denver, Las Vegas or

the Mexican border is 66 percent higher than that of the

Minneapolis. There are few exit ramps to the border poor.

average resident of those states. Put bluntly, Jorge Garza-
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Mulling over the available data, we can still offer some

Rodríguez of the Universidad de Monterrey finds that

perspective on food insecurity and agricultural unsus-

“[p]overty is higher for households whose head is an

tainability in this region. Let’s first look at levels of agri-

agricultural worker.” On the U.S. side, where 75 percent

cultural production, poverty and food insecurity within

of all farm workers are Mexican-born, about one third of

the U.S. border states, listed in the table [above].

their household incomes are below the poverty level.
Despite working an average of 42 hours a week, the aver-

Agricultural output in the U.S. is not related in any pre-

age farmworker in the U.S. gets paid between $10,000 and

dictable way to food security. This is true in Mexico as

$14,000 a year.

well: The northern states (border states plus Sinaloa and
Baja California Sur) rank high in the nation in terms of

The food insecurity in the border states of Mexico and

total agricultural production. (In 2009, Sinaloa was

the United States is palpable today, but the future out-

ranked 5th, Sonora 6th, Nuevo León 8th and Chihuahua

look—with climate unpredictability and water scarci-

9th, according to Mexico’s census bureau, INEGI.) But like

ty—is even bleaker. Almost two decades ago, 30 scientists

the U.S., high gross agricultural production does not nec-

attempted to forecast the effects of climate change in

essarily diminish the risk of food insecurity within the

Texas and the larger border region. Their report, pub-

same state.

lished by Texas Tech University, concluded that, “the ex-

Already, 70 percent of Mexico’s agricultural surface area
suffers from land desiccation and degradation resulting,
in part, from climate change. Thirty percent of its arable
soils are salt-polluted. As former farmer, Sergio Robledo
Zepeda, told journalist Julianna Barbassa, when she visited him in Estación Ortiz, Sonora: “La tierra ya no da.” The
land no longer gives enough to nourish his family.

generating alternative food networks that function as
safety nets against hunger and poverty—more so than
anything government programs have yet to offer. All
along the food value chain, innovators are capturing
new efficiencies and building stronger, more resilient
food-producing landscapes.
From the margins of Sonora’s farm fields to backyard
gardens in Tucson, people are working to build more just
food production and distribution networks—ones that
offer the borderland’s many cultures and foodscapes
fresher, richer possibilities. We hope that these essays—
most of them first-hand reports from the field—will
encourage you to engage in the reconstruction of borderland food systems—systems that are ecologically
diverse, economically viable, socially equitable
and nutritious.

Between the beginning of 2011 and the early months of
2012, the U.S. federal government declared 225 border
counties as “drought disaster areas.” Drought and agricultural water shortages affected 213 counties in Texas,
16 counties in New Mexico and 6 counties in Arizona.
Northern Mexico currently suffers from the worst
drought since 1941, with more counties declared areas of
“natural disasters” than at any time in the history of the
Republic. The drought from October 2010 to May 2012 has
affected crop and livestock production in 35 municipalities in Tamaulipas, 30 in Coahuila, 51 in Nuevo Leon, 67
in Chihuahua and 11 in Sonora. In some places, the price
of hay for livestock has tripled or quadrupled in the last
20 months, forcing beef prices to historical highs.
But while these statistical trends make the state of the
borderlands foodshed appear dire, we must remind ourselves that there is also a remarkable amount of innovation and adaptation occurring in our region’s food
systems. Creative individuals, households, communities,
non-profits, educational institutions and government
agencies all play a part.
If necessity is the mother of innovation, borderland residents have many incentives to create new possibilities
in both the informal food economy (which lies beneath
the radar of government statisticians) and the formal
food economy. Today, citizens of both countries are

Vanishing oasis: Sonoran desert farmscape | Photo Bill Steen

isting climate of much [of the region] is already marginal

A 2007 survey from Sonora—a Mexican state rich in live-

vis-à-vis agriculture and dense concentrations of people

stock, produce, grains and seafood—showed that 41 per-

[…make it] vulnerable to climate change.”

cent of households in that region experienced severe
food insecurity, while another 34 percent experienced

Their predictions have come true, in part because

moderate food insecurity. If this survey is representative

climate change has increased the probability of disas-

of the state of Sonora as a whole, Sonoran households

trous droughts. These droughts have made us painfully

suffer from food insecurity at a rate of four to nearly six

aware of one simple fact: Water security is essential to

times higher than experienced in Arizona. And these

food security and agricultural sustainability.
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How Do Foodsheds
Cross Borders?
Once common on both sides of the border: Upland (serrana) rancheria | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan

By Jeffrey M. Banister

Since the early 1990s, farmers, food activists, supply-

North American foodsheds as nationally bounded, even
though we are nourished from a complicated array of
overlapping agricultural histories, geographies, politics
and practices. To draw the connections, we must begin
by acknowledging this diversity, particularly as it plays
out on the supply side of the equation, south of the border, where the foodshed concept so far has little if any
traction at all.

chain researchers and policymakers have advocated for
a new paradigm that situates food production squarely
within the realm of human needs and the particularities
of place. When rural sociologist Jack Kloppenburg and
his colleagues first wrote about “coming into the foodshed” in 1996, they were searching for a way to “humanize” the connections between producers and consumers,
and people and environments. Borrowing from hydrology, they turned the concept of the “watershed” into the
metaphor of the “foodshed,” which allowed for analysis
of the flows and connections of agricultural goods across
the planet, and for a vision of socially just alternatives
to current practices. In the context of the U.S.-Mexico borderlands, foodshed thinking acknowledges the economic,
cultural and familial ties that break down geopolitical
boundaries. It is also an attempt to grapple with the deep
asymmetries that characterize the current productionconsumption model.

The connections exist, nonetheless. The supply of
Mexican foodstuffs to the U.S. is now a year-round activity, with fruits and vegetables trucked in from all over
the republic. (According to one veteran produce buyer,
the export window was only half as long 10-15 years ago.)
Thirty percent of produce consumed in the United States
comes from Mexico. At the same time, the amount of agricultural goods moving in the opposite direction has
also increased dramatically, especially since the advent
of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), in
1994. By 2007, 72 percent of Mexico’s agricultural imports
came from the United States. Border food distribution
hubs like Nogales, Arizona and McAllen, Texas, act as giant manifolds, drawing from a great diversity of biomes
and agricultural landscapes to synchronize the different
temporal rhythms and geographies of food production
with market demands. The miles of trucks backed up at

In my own attempts to understand this region as an integrated, binational foodshed, I realize that we must contend with a simple, if defiant, fact: Neither Mexico nor
the U.S. has a singular food system whose outlines are
coterminous with national borders. By contrast, maps (at
least, most of those available on the Web) tend to present
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to farm collectives elsewhere in the world. The policy
called for the division of large estates and the redistribution of their land to smallholder farmers and ranchers.
These “ejidatarios” could work their parcels collectively
or individually, and received assistance from a broad array of federal programs.

the border, all waiting to drop their produce on the U.S.
side, is a sight to behold.
It is difficult to describe, map or quantify the tangled
bramble of routes and networks food takes as it moves
in either direction; assessing the impacts on human
health and wellbeing is even more daunting. And not all
of the news here is good. Tracing the outlines of food’s
flow into the U.S. requires a basic outline of Mexico’s
ecological and agricultural diversity, and of their links
to rural politics. In what follows, I hope to initiate this
sketch, emphasizing some of the struggles facing food
producers today and in the past—and especially in
Mexico, the origin of so much U.S.-bound produce.

The supply of Mexican foodstuffs to the U.S. is
now a year-round activity, with fruits and
vegetables trucked in from all over the republic.

Mexico’s agricultural present is deeply etched with the
lines of its agrarian-reform past. Out of that country’s
1910-1917 Revolution came a new constitution wherein
land and surface waters became nationalized. Mexico’s
magna carta set forth a social conception of production
and broke with the system of large-scale estate agriculture (called latifundios or haciendas) that had oppressed
citizens since the colonial period. The Revolution laid
down the foundation for a strong central government
with several bureaucracies focused solely on land redistribution, rural development and irrigation. Driven by
this legislation, during the 1920s and 1930s the nation’s
political system became firmly rooted in the rural landscape through the advent of the “ejido” system—the formation of agrarian communities that are often compared

On the coastal plains of Northwest Mexico, where the
federal government invested most heavily in irrigation
and other infrastructure, the ejido sector developed
alongside private, often large-scale, operations. A major
difference between them was that while ejidos depended on government agencies for everything from credit to
fertilizers to seeds, private growers remained free to
form their own powerful credit unions and buyers cooperatives. The ejido system enjoyed many successes, and
for a time showed itself to be at least as efficient as private production. But it also fell prey to some of the worst
excesses of official corruption and nepotism—especially
in the area of credit and inputs—in part because it could
not legitimately organize outside of the government
structure. By contrast, many (though certainly not all)
private producers prospered, often illegally renting ejidal land, drawing from federally subsidized irrigation.
Government price guarantees also helped create a boom
in basic grain production, while low-wage ejidatario labor significantly shored up private-sector profits.
Increasingly, the two sectors were at odds, as private
producers began to monopolize water, land and other
means of production. Facing pressures for reform, in as
early as the 1940s, Mexico began moving away from the
constitutionally mandated emphasis on small-scale ejidal production in favor of a capital and resource-intensive agribusiness model. The process gathered steam in
the late 20th century, and culminated with amendments
to the constitution that allowed for privatization of ejido land, and with a lowering of tariffs on foreign food
imports. In 1999, five years after NAFTA came into effect,
subsidized—and therefore, “cheap”—staple foods began
to flow into Mexico, putting 20,000 small farmers out of
business in Sonora alone. Many sought wage work in U.S.

Beloved Sonora: Yaqui (Yoeme) deer dancer in desert scene
Photo Gary Paul Nabhan
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simultaneously becomes a way to extract profit in the
form of interest. Small to medium-sized producers, just as
in the U.S., thus might find themselves mired in debt
while they pray for rain. As was the case in 2011, a sudden
cold snap can prove ruinous.

fields and restaurants, or in transnational, corporate
greenhouse operations on both sides of the border.
This ongoing shift toward capital and technology-intensive agriculture has resulted in an increasingly stratified
countryside: On one end of the production spectrum are
the small, rain-fed maize plots of the predominantly
indigenous south and of the Sierra Madre mountain
range. On the other are highly mechanized irrigated operations and controlled environment (greenhouse) production sites. In the winter, these supply most U.S.
markets with tomatoes, chilies, cucumbers, eggplants,
melons and much more. Thousands of packers and truckers are employed to keep produce moving along this
food superhighway.

Environmental conditions in Mexico’s large irrigation districts can make production levels difficult to sustain, at
least without massive amounts of fossil fuels, fertilizers,
pesticides and, increasingly, groundwater. This is true
throughout the country, but especially in the north and
northwest. In central Sonora, the “Coast of Hermosillo”
irrigation district currently relies almost entirely on
groundwater, though probably not for much longer. There,
eight decades of pumping have drawn down aquifers so
dramatically that wells must be frequently abandoned
because of the saltwater sucked in by cones of depression.
I’ve seen the effects of this while driving along Calle
Doce, toward Kino Bay. In places, it feels like traveling
through the Dust Bowl-era Great Plains: low-slung dunes
and piles of rusty barbed wire mark fields that once grew
green with export crops.

The scale and complexity of the cross-border food stream,
especially in the winter months, are astonishing. In 2010,
fruit and vegetable exports to the U.S. brought $6 billion
into Mexico’s economy. Nogales, Arizona moves around
$2.5 billion per year in Mexican produce imports, and is
in the top three ports of entry for food eaten in the
United States, but grown elsewhere. Of Mexico’s
50-million strong labor pool, nearly 14 percent work
in agriculture.

Aquifers in the Caborca irrigation district, nearer the border, are similarly overdrawn. By the early 1990s colleagues of mine were recording sinkholes large enough
to swallow dump trucks. It’s astounding to think that
groundwater, filtered down over thousands of years, has
been depleted in less than a century. Indeed, Mexico was
hardly pumping fossil water at all when the Revolution
broke out in 1910 (in Cananea, Sonora). By 2008, aquifers
provided 37 percent of the nation’s water, at some 29.5
billion cubic meters per year. The geography of groundwater depletion looks more and more like a map of political strife.

The northwest’s production continuum, similarly, has
tremendous internal breadth. Agriculture in the large
irrigated valleys can take place on massive, laser-leveled
industrial complexes linked to computerized export operations. Surrounding them might be a sea of small-plot
farms. Firms now sport grow tunnels and greenhouses
next to the hulking, rusted infrastructure of what once
were large ejido production units. Many of the bigger
firms contract with and provide credit to family-scale
producers, who assume nearly all the risk of production.
And here, agricultural credit takes on a dual function: it
provides a lifeline for the frequently long gestation period between planting and harvesting, while it

Export agriculture also exposes human populations to
more direct and dangerous risks. Pesticide use averages
about 4 million liters per year in southern Sonora’s Yaqui

Waiting out the drought: Centuries-old acequia canal, Terrenate, Sonora | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan
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…there simply isn’t enough expendable

On the other hand, I think that there is some modest
cause for optimism. In 2010, Mexico celebrated the centennial of its Revolution, which had largely been a fight
for agricultural land. Subsequently, in 2011, food became
a constitutional right for all citizens, and the concept of
“food justice” hit the mainstream. This acknowledgement
came after a long struggle on the part of agrarian and
food-nutrition activists—a fight that received little coverage in the national and international press. According
to the new provision, “[e]very person has the right to
adequate food to maintain his or her well-being and
physical, emotional and intellectual development.”
Equally important, the government “must guarantee
this right” through support for “sustainable and integral
rural development.” Nutrition and a healthy countryside
have now become linked in constitutional law.

income to eat well, even in the context of
food superabundance.
Valley irrigation district, threatening the lives of agricultural laborers as well as the tens of thousands of other
rural inhabitants in this so-called breadbasket. Scientists
have further detected high levels of arsenic and lead in
at least a fifth of the communities within both the Yaqui
and Mayo valleys. At the same time, agricultural runoff,
heavily laden with pesticides and fertilizers, flows freely
into the Sea of Cortez, hyper-enriching its waters and
creating algae blooms similar to those seen near the
Mississippi Delta.

These goals are lofty, though, considering that more than
30 million (out of 115 million) Mexicans still lack the means
to cobble together a basic meal. Twenty-five percent of the
population experiences at least some form of food insecurity. And it is the rural poor who have fared the worst, with
poverty levels in the countryside at around 65 percent, or
about 17 million people. Eighty percent of the nation’s
rural indigenous people are currently living in poverty.
The constitutional reform also comes at a time of severe
drought, and on the heels of heavy frosts in early 2011 that
damaged or destroyed crops across the country’s northern
tier. Feeding Mexico, at least in the ways stipulated by its
new constitutional reforms and in the current context of
production, is a radical proposition.

Farmwork, too, can be dangerous, and usually it pays
paltry wages. In some of Sonora’s irrigated-farm labor
camps, living conditions are straight out of Dickens. For
several days in the summer of 2007, for example, I drove
past a shantytown that had arisen on the edge of
Etchojoa, in the Mayo valley. By day, field hands toiled in
the region’s extreme humidity and heat. At night, they
slept under roofs of cardboard supported by upended
pallets. Blankets covered bare ground, and bathroom facilities were makeshift pit latrines and shower areas
with brush and pallets set up for privacy. The camp vanished, mirage-like, once the harvest was in. I can point to
similar conditions in the barrios of Nogales, Arizona,
where roughly a quarter of all adults are currently unemployed or underemployed. In all of these places, nutrition comes dear: there simply isn’t enough expendable
income to eat well, even in the context of food superabundance. As a friend of mine remarked, “Nogales lies
along a food super-highway that seems to have no exit
ramp for nourishing the hungry.”

Yet here, perhaps, is also where the borderlands foodshed concept has some real potential. It is abundantly
clear that the U.S. Southwest and Northwest Mexico
have always been tightly intertwined. So much of what
is consumed in Arizona, for example, can be traced to
farm fields and pastures in the states of Sonora and
Sinaloa. Moreover, much of the food that has been harvested in Arizona, California, Texas and New Mexico over
the last half century has depended upon the hands,
hearts and minds of Mexicans and Mexican-Americans,
“legal” and “illegal.” Citizens of the U.S. are indebted to
these farmers and farm workers for so much of what we
eat. And Mexican citizens now rely on an increasing volume of foods from the U.S. to stock their pantries, refrigerators and comedores (eateries). More than ever, then,
the food and trade policies and dynamics on one side of
the border affect lives and livelihoods on the other. So
approaching our food production systems—each with
its own set of horrors, complexities and traditions—as
part of a singular “foodshed” urges us to bring some honesty to the table.

In the context of such bad news the “borderlands foodshed”—potentially a unifying concept for analysis and
action—is both a timely and unwieldy intervention. On
the one hand, it is full of contradictions. At its core are
two distinctive, if intertwined, national approaches to
food production, nutrition and rural development. And
within each of these systems lies enormous complexity
and difference. Both are bound together by the same
exploitative tendencies, for they are embedded within a
global production-consumption chain wherein value is
generally created at the expense of human-environmental needs and as a matter of market speculation.
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Finding Food in the
Border Counties

Rebuilding local food-producing capacity: Community gardens at the Food Bank’s heritage farm in Marana | Photo Ken Meter

By Ken Meter

A

Co-op, a 40-year-old grocery store boasting 2,200 members in greater Tucson. Southern Arizona has 1.2 million
residents, but co-op Produce Manager Todd Stadtlander
told me there were only three commercial-scale farms
close to Tucson that could reliably source significant
quantities of fresh produce for the co-op. One was a
small orchard in the Tucson foothills that grew tasty citrus fruits; he did not even mention it by name, to protect

to engage farmers with the concerns of the food bank’s
constituents. CFB also owns and operates two farms, including one urban site and the Marana Farm, where dozens of emerging farmers are learning the trade. The food
bank provides its customers with 670,000 servings of
fresh vegetables each year thanks to both the harvests
from their own two farms and the 900 urban gardeners
who send surplus food to the food bank.
With a $54 million budget, the food bank serves the
equivalent of 61,000 meals per day, totaling nearly 30
million pounds of food each year. Yet, while the demand
for emergency relief has steadily risen, food donations
fell 20 percent in 2011, and government food aid decreased by 40 percent. This places a heavier burden on
local donors and farmers.

…low-income, Arizona residents are
currently wrestling with shortages the rest
of Southern Arizona will soon face…

It is essential to work with the Community Food Bank to
understand the future of Southern Arizona’s food supply.
One of every three people in the region (on the U.S. side)
live below the poverty level, qualifying for free or reduced school lunches. These low-income, Arizona residents are currently wrestling with shortages the rest of
Southern Arizona will soon face, as long-distance food
transport becomes more expensive, water becomes
scarcer and as economic shortages become more common. In a very real way, low-income residents represent
a Sonoran “canary in the coal mines,” as they are the

his source. The other two were Forever Yong Farm and
Sleeping Frog Farms. Neither is large, but each fills important niches in the Southern Arizona food market.
As he showed me mounds of fresh, southwestern produce,
Stadtlander also said he has a reliable source in California
for most fresh produce the store carries, a distribution
firm called Veritable Vegetable. He likes working with
them and considers their quality high, but mourns the

from California or Mexico. I was glad to hear that some
people had started thinking of the entire Sonoran region
as a single bioregion that cut across national boundaries.
But I wondered what would happen to their food
supply with mounting water scarcity and rising
oil prices.

s my flight from Minneapolis descended over the
Arizona desert, approaching the Tucson airport, I gazed
in awe over vast subdivisions carved out of arid soil,
houses vaulting heat-reflecting roofs to the sky. We circled over city streets for 10 minutes. Amidst this wide
expanse I saw evidence of few farms. I wondered, “How
do Tucsonans eat?”

Nick and his colleagues Robert Ojeda and Jaime de
Zubeldia, in partnership with the Pima County Food
Alliance, asked me to compile an economic study of the
farm and food economy of Southern Arizona border
country, so the food bank could better understand the
economic context in which it works. They said I should
see several farms, first hand, so that I might have a true
understanding of the scope of the issues Sonorans faced.

Four decades of work with farmers and inner-city neighborhoods had not fully prepared me for Southern
Arizona. Luckily, Nick Henry and his colleagues at the
Community Food Bank (CFB) in Tucson had invited me
for a whirlwind tour of several farms and food handlers,
so I could understand the region’s potential for feeding
itself, and the role the food bank might play in helping
that future.

I had heard of this food bank for years, since it established itself as a national leader in addressing issues of
hunger under former leader, Punch Woods. The CFB has
continued to build upon that reputation into the present
day. The CFB is an effective conduit for food aid, but it
also does more—it is one of a handful of foodbanks that
critically looks at how to solve hunger crises. This vision
had inspired the CFB to launch a farmers’ market

As I drove on Valencia Avenue north of the airport, the
street name hinted that I might be near immense orange
groves. Yet I found only a few scattered, weatherbent
trees. Similarly, having spotted Arizona lettuce at
Minnesota supermarkets, I had imagined Tucson might
sport expansive vegetable farms. But, I quickly learned
that locals bought most of their fruits and vegetables
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“Imported food”: Organic produce imported to Arizona from California
Photo Ken Meter

most sensitive to impending disaster. Moreover, in the
event of a breakdown of long-distance food shipping,
Southern Arizona would look to the Community Food
Bank for its community connections, logistical reach
and food trucks.

fact that the average produce arriving from California
was harvested seven to ten days before delivery to the
store. He knows he would have fresher food, with a longer
shelf life, if he could count on local farms. When
Stadtlander cannot find what he needs from this main
source, he fills in with a larger distributor, Albert’s
Organics, which sources from California, Mexico and Chile.

I began to fully understand the vulnerability of this region when the four of us stopped by the Food Conspiracy
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The grocery’s general manager Kelley Kriner lamented
that “sometimes we get product that was raised in Green
Valley, Arizona, then processed in California, and sold to
us through a national distributor. That’s silly.”
On a larger scale, the seven Whole Foods stores in Arizona
do feature special displays of vegetables raised at
Sunizona Family Farms, a complex of 12, one-and-a-halfacre greenhouses near Willcox. Nearby, an even larger
bank of greenhouses is managed by EuroFresh Farms,
which considers itself “America’s largest greenhouse,”
covering 318 acres. But EuroFresh primarily has its sights
set on distant markets across the U.S. and into Canada.
South Arizona’s connection with Mexico does not offer
much reassurance. When I interviewed Philip Ostrom,
CEO of Patagonia Orchards, at his facility near the border
in Rio Rico, he noted that the Nogales area is the largest
produce port in the world, with 250-300 warehouses and
400 companies operating near the border crossing. Yet,
when the firm—a “marketing agent” for growers—wants
to make citrus juice, it has to ship organic fruits to
California to be squeezed and packaged. This is because
these distant firms can handle larger orders than his
own juicing line, and in part because he is required by
law to pasteurize the juice in order to sell it commercially—a task he cannot accomplish at his own processing
center. To complicate this picture, there are also
indications that drug cartels are trying to take over
produce farms in Mexico, I learned from a wholesaler
in Minnesota.

But it’s important to note: Southern Arizona does not
lack farms. There are a total of 2,350 farms in the border
region I studied (including Cochise, Graham, Greenlee,
Pima and Santa Cruz Counties). This is 15 percent of
Arizona’s farms. Main products are pecans, forage for
livestock, corn, cattle, calves and cotton. Primarily, these
products are raw materials that require further processing before reaching the consumer. As a result, most of
these products are destined for distant markets, not for
Southern Arizona consumers.

While farming at a net loss, Southern Arizona farmers
spent at least $200 million outside the region each year
buying the essential inputs they need to farm. This included fertilizer, machinery, seeds, young livestock, fuel,
interest on loans and labor. To put this another way: regardless whether or not farmers gained or lost money,
they shipped millions of dollars away from the region
each year. The region lost, even if individual farms
thrived. For me, this fact reinforced the economic value
of producing fertility and machinery in a region.

I saw a disturbing trend when I analyzed the farm incomes generated by selling these commodities. I learned
that Southern Arizona farmers and ranchers had sold, on
average, $300 million of food commodities each year over
the most recent 11 years, 1999-2009. But on average, these
farmers had spent $320 million each year to produce
these products. That’s an average loss to the farms, and
to the region, of $20 million each year.

Meanwhile, each year Southern Arizona consumers buy
$3 billion worth of food that is produced far from border
country. All told, my data showed that when farmers produce commodities for distant sale and when Southern
Arizona residents consume foods produced on distant
farms, the region shipped about $3.2 billion away every
year. It is a shocking loss, more than 10 times the value
of all the food products raised by farmers in the region
in an average year.

Indeed, there was only one year during that period—in
2004—when farmers earned more from selling crops and
livestock than they spent to produce them. Farmers

Atrophied infrastructure: Historic Bran Duster at Ures Sonora flour mill | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan

destined for distant buyers. A strong market exists for
food, if only the resources could be marshaled to help
existing farmers raise food for their neighbors and grow
new farmers.

This disconnect from farming helped create dismal
health outcomes in the state. Fifty-eight percent of

…if Southern Arizona consumers spent fewer than $5 each week buying food directly from
farms in the region, farmers would earn an additional $287 million in farm income…

Southern Arizona growers also mentioned their concerns that water can be difficult or expensive to obtain
in this region. “Wells here [in Kansas Settlement, near
Willcox] have to be dug to 400 feet, because the groundwater only recharges when the snow melts,” Josh Koehn
of Chiracahua Pasture Raised Meats in Kansas Settlement,
told me. “Some of my neighbors routinely run out
of water.”

Regional heritage breeds: Navajo-Churro sheep on Arizona farm | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan

Roxanne Garcia, manager of the Tucson farmers’ market,
agreed that “one huge issue is water.” Few growers
in the Tucson area have access to water. Moreover,
water rates in urban areas are expensive. Most new
farms are installing underground irrigation pipes to
minimize evaporation.

squeaked by with the help of $21 million per year of income from renting land and $12 million in federal subsidies. But the subsidies only covered farmers who raised
crops such as corn or cotton. I was startled to learn that
these federal subsidies, though limited, had been a more
important source of net farm income than actual
farm production.

Although Arizona has been a state for 100 years, agricultural tradition is sparse. Adam Valdivia of Sleeping Frog
Farms (now 75 acres near Benson) told me that when he
launched the farm with three partners, they found little
multi-generational knowledge about raising produce in
the neighborhood. The partners had to teach themselves.

So, how did these farmers pull through? What has kept
farmers farming? Often, someone in the family held an
off-farm job, perhaps to stabilize the family’s income, or
to collect health benefits.
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Arizona residents are either overweight (32 percent) or
obese (26 percent). One of every 12 state residents has
been diagnosed with diabetes. According to some reports,
the diabetes rate among Latino and Native American
residents in this region may be as high as 55 percent. The
medical costs for treating conditions related to diabetes
totaled $716 million per year for Southern Arizona
alone—far more than farmers earn by selling crops and
livestock. Statewide, diabetes causes $3.8 billion in medical costs per year.

These data invite the CFB to consider even more expansive roles for itself, and for its partners. Could CFB farms
ramp up production of food for the 400,000 Southern
Arizonans who live below poverty? Could food bank
trucks help convey food from area farms to low-income
residents, and perhaps even carry food from local farms
to mainstream grocery stores? Could the compost operation at the Marana Heritage Farm expand into a commercial source of fertility? What sort of food processing,
warehousing, cold storage, freezer space, transport and
other facilities are needed to reach this goal? What role
could schools, colleges, hospitals and other institutional
purchasers play in helping nurture these new farms and
facilities by buying food locally? Would clinics and hospitals begin to prescribe healthy foods to their clients, in
an effort to reduce health care costs?

Only one-quarter of state residents report that they eat
the recommended five fruits and vegetables each day—
the minimum suggested by health professionals for
maintaining a healthy life. About half of state residents
reported that they exercised adequately.
Still, there was a silver lining to the clouds in the desert
sky. My data also showed that if Southern Arizona consumers spent fewer than $5 each week buying food directly from farms in the region, farmers would earn an
additional $287 million in farm income—that’s nearly
what farmers currently earn, selling commodities

The memory of the disruptions of food supplies during
both Hurricane Katrina and the recent outbreaks of
foodborne illness came to mind as my return flight took
me back home. Now is certainly the time to act.
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Furrow irrigation, the old-fashioned way: Irrigating crops in the desert heat, Rio Santa Cruz | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan

Unsustainable Thirst:

Water Development and Growth in
Arid Sonora

By Kate Curl

Since early 2010, I’ve followed how water flows with

state, including five proposed dams, multiple city water
infrastructure programs and a desalination plant that
will ultimately cost more than $11 billion pesos (around
U.S. $880 million). Some of the smaller projects have already been completed, boosting the image of Sonora SI,
but many of these were already up and running or in
progress when they were incorporated under Sonora SI’s
umbrella. The Nogales improvement project is a good
example of this: Though already partly funded by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, it is portrayed as an
example of Sonora SI’s progress.

power just south of the border. During that time, the current Governor of Sonora, Guillermo Padrés Elías, and his
political party, the PAN (Partido de Acción Nacional),
pushed through a large-scale water infrastructure project called “Sonora SI”—a play on words for “Sonora YES.”
An acronym for Sonora Integrated System, it is a project
that, according to officials and project boosters in the
media, will benefit “todos los sonorenses para siempre”—all Sonorans forever. Of course, in reality, Sonora
SI cannot possibly benefit everyone in the state, and certainly not “forever.”

But if you ask just about anyone in Sonora, they will tell
you that the Acueducto Independencia (Independence
Aqueduct) is both the political and economic heart of the
Sonora SI project. Once completed, it will transfer water
from the El Novillo dam on the Yaqui River, 162 kilometers to Sonora’s thirsty state capital, Hermosillo, and will

So what, exactly, is the project designed to do, and what
are the implications of water transfer for food production? Sonora SI is as much an infrastructure as a political
project. Sonora SI promises to integrate many disparate
projects already under construction throughout the
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—including Yaqui tribal members—strongly oppose the
aqueduct, and they are doing their best to make their
voices heard. In 2011, a group of Yaqui protesters blockaded the federal highway in Vicam and over 5,000 Yaqui
and Mayo women took to the streets banging comals
(griddles) and pots and pans, claiming that they would
be left without food for their families if agricultural water is taken for urban growth.

have the capacity to move 75 million cubic meters
of water per year, doubling the city’s currently available supply.
Studying this issue, it is clear to me that the transfer
represents more than just the relocation of water from
one place to another. As water moves from the Novillo
dam into Hermosillo, the water use will change from producing crops and sustaining livelihoods in the Yaqui
Valley irrigation district, to supporting households and
businesses in the capital city. And, not surprisingly,
many Yaqui Valley farmers, including some Yoemem
(Yaqui Indians), are strongly opposed to this.

What’s more, current estimates place the price tag of the
aqueduct at $3.9 billion pesos (around U.S. $300 million)
paid for by a mix of private, federal and state money.
While the amount of water allocated for Hermosillo is
only a small portion (3-5 percent) of the total water used
for irrigation in the Yaqui Valley, it is seen by some as a
sign that demand will grow in the future. Despite such
protest, and beset by financial problems and legal battles, the aqueduct is nonetheless projected for completion by May 2012, and operational by the end of the year.
And as Governor Padrés has said many times, “nada ni
nadie” (nothing and no one) can stop the progress of
Sonora SI.

Hermosillo has serious water problems. Like many cities
in the Southwestern United States, its population has
exploded in the last 100 years, rising from 15,000 in 1910
to nearly 800,000 in 2010. While the city grew, its rivers
dried up so that demand began to outpace available supply. For the last 20 years hermosillenses (citizens of
Hermosillo) have lived under a tandeo system, where
water is only available at designated hours of the day in
different neighborhoods. Water shortages are a fact of
life for most hermosillenses. At the turn of the millennium, the city’s half century-old reservoir, contained behind the Abelardo L. Rodríguez dam, went completely
dry. Cast in this light, the Independence Aqueduct, and
the water it promises to bring, is highly attractive.

In recent months, I’ve noticed that government and the
media tend to frame the pro-aqueduct arguments as
a matter essential to
Crosses of dead olive wood: Abandoned, over-salinized olive
households—a need
groves, Sonoran coast | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan
that trumps all other
water uses. This is a
logical argument, but
it should not be accepted blindly. More
water for the city
also raises concerns
of food sovereignty,
water security and
environmental justice for the rural poor,
especially among indigenous populations. I have to wonder why these issues are so rarely
publicly discussed at the policy and decision-making
level. Instead, I hear a reductionist logic that portrays
physical constraints simply as obstacles to overcome
and “conquer,” with hardly a mention of the trade-offs or
sacrifices warranted. As we engineer ever more expensive and far-reaching means of matching water supplies
with growth in this arid region, we continue to sacrifice
environments, food sovereignty and traditional cultures
in the process.

Yet while Independencia is touted as the answer to the
city’s water demands, it seems to me that the proponents
of this plan are ignoring other potentially cheaper and
more sustainable solutions. With 38 percent of the water
supplied to Hermosillo lost to system leakage and illegal
(i.e. unregistered) connections, improved infrastructure
and management could step up the efficiency of water
use. The clamor for the aqueduct has sidelined the conversation about implementing sustainable alternatives
like water reuse, decreasing overall consumption, increasing the efficiency of agricultural water use or buying the water rights of agricultural land close to the city.
None of these strategies are a silver bullet on their own,
and implementing them requires the kind of systemwide behavior changes that are almost always difficult
to achieve in practice. So while the Independencia aqueduct is politically heated, its construction allows
Hermosillo to continue on its current path of unbridled
growth. In other words, life will continue as normal for
most hermosillenses thanks to the new water supply, at
least for a while longer.
It is a different story, however, just a couple of hours
south on Sonora’s main highway. Many of the farmers
who live downstream of the planned diversion
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Carne Asada en el Tiempo
de Sequía: the politics of
drought response in the borderlands
cattle industry

off half their family herd. They had already started to use
their irrigated croplands to provide supplemental feed
to the other hundred head that they brought in from the
heat-scorched range.

problems. In general, poquiteros receive little of
the Mexican government’s drought relief support, but
have a slight economic buffer from the vagaries of shifting weather.

“We didn’t have enough rain,” David explained, “so,
like many people here, we are selling our cattle into
the market.”

There is an additional stratum of Sonoran ranchers who
own roughly 30 to 99 head of livestock. They run the midsized ranch operations that are accessible by pick-up
trucks, and are typically situated on private lands or on
subdivided ejidos. They tend to work the land more intensively, and during drought are fully capable of bring-

Because David has been educated on both sides of the
Sonora-Arizona border, and has strong ties to the

In general, poquiteros receive little of the Mexican government’s drought relief support, but
have a slight economic buffer from the vagaries of shifting weather.
ing truckloads of hay or forage to their herds. They
typically grow irrigated pasture crops exclusively to offer supplemental feed to newborn calves in their own
herds, and thus they seldom sell any of their hay. They
sell feeder calves directly into the international market,
but have the capacity to hold some back and feed them
on their own for a few months, if it appears that beef
prices are on the rise. Some municipalities direct relief
funds to these ranchers, who often have considerable
local influence.

University of Sonora and government programs, he is
perhaps better situated than many Sonoran stockmen to
take advantage of federal and state drought relief programs. But ranchers like the López brothers form just
one part of Sonora’s livestock production structure.
Their portion of the industry provides meat from improved (cross-bred) livestock breeds that graze part of
their lives on forages and harvested hay from irrigated
pastures. Other portions of the industry are not as well
equipped to draw upon government-based programs, nor
do all ranchers have supplemental hay to buffer their
livestock from the effects of drought on the rangelands
above the floodplains.

Livestock surviving on irrigated pasture: Sonoran cattle near Banamichi | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan

By Gary Paul Nabhan & Ernesto Camou Healy

Over many decades, ranchers in the desert borderlands

rainfall scarcity are never exclusively technical, and often
echo political persuasions, especially in an election year.

have found ways to adapt to the omnipresent drought.
Some sell off their calves early, while others harvest
their culls and prepare value-added meat products like
beef jerky. But many ranchers in the borderlands—from
Baja California clear to Texas—claim that no weather
has hit them as hard as the dry spell that arrived in
October 2010 and persisted through the spring of 2012.
While Texans received much of the drought media coverage in the fall of 2011, in the early months of 2012, unprecedented media reports—from the New York Times
to the Excélsior in Mexico City—highlighted the drought
and climate change impacts in northern Mexico.

By mid-summer of 2011, more than 13,000 cattle had reportedly died in the Sonoran Desert, while ranchers,
lacking supplemental hay and grain feed, sold hundreds
of thousands of others to feedlots, unable to continue
raising their own animals. Ranchers and range scientists
claim that 80 percent of Sonoran rangelands have been
severely damaged by the drought—a climatic event that
caused some degree of economic loss for at least 10,000
ranchers. At the same time, farmers throughout northern Mexico sold hay to Texas and New Mexico at recordsetting prices, despite high local demand. While there is
no doubt that drought conditions were unprecedented
in the Chihuahuan Desert, was the severity of the
drought in Sonora of the same magnitude? The answer
changes depending on whom you talk to and when.

More than 3,500 rural communities within Mexico’s border states have been affected by this “meteorological
drought,” which has reputedly killed more than 1.7 million head of livestock. While the Chihuahuan Desert was
particularly hard-hit, the Sonoran Desert story just next
door is perhaps more complex, shaped by what we might
call a “political drought”—for the responses to water and

Near the town of Banámichi, Sonora, we talked with
rancher David López soon after he and his brothers sold
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Dispersed across the varied geography of Sonora are
many small-scale ranches, operating with fewer than 25
calf-bearing cows. Such ranchers are known as poquiteros. During periods of drought (regardless of severity)
they temporarily move their animals from the upland
range down toward their lower-elevation villages, where
the cattle may feed on corn stubble or crop waste along
irrigated fields. Poquiteros may haul grass cuts along
roadsides and farmland edges for feed. At times they are
forced carry water to the beef cattle. Varying their strategies year to year, they tend to sell their calves at around
ten months of age, as they begin competing with their
mothers for scarce forage.

When the land no longer gives: Drought-killed livestock near Sinoquipe, Sonora

Because some poquiteros lack trucks large enough to
transport their livestock, buyers arrive to purchase and
carry the calves to their own small feedlots or irrigated
pastures for fattening before they are sold. Within a few
months of purchase, these feeder calves will not only
sell at heavier weights, but they will also be more capable of enduring transport north to the border without

Photo Gary Paul Nabhan

As part of the third stratum of ranchers like the López
brothers keep anywhere from 100 to 300 head at any
time. These well-established ranchers have access to irrigated pasture, trucks to transport livestock and government support. However, they usually have to drill
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forage and grain production. They have well-developed
water resources, extensive holding corrals and barns for
storing hay and grain, dip tanks, machinery, large transport trucks and, in some cases, meat processing plants
on the ranch. When conditions are favorable, they purchase calves from smaller ranches and put them out to
pasture until they are sold to buyers in Arizona. They
also raise and sell improved breeds from their own genetic improvement programs for much higher prices.
During drought years, they weather the crisis by selling
more culled cows that have proven unproductive; they
also buy fewer calves from their neighbors and use feed
or hay that they have stored from their own production
or purchased from colleagues.

and maintain their own wells and build reservoirs to
water livestock during drought. They employ a greater
diversity of strategies for weathering drought than poquiteros. They are adept at selling both older cows and
feeder calves while beef prices are high, and they, in turn,
use that income to sow more forage or rent irrigated
pastures in times of need. Because they have the knowledge, experience and connections to obtain credit, these
One fine jinete: Sonoran vaquero rides on into the drought | Photo Bill Steen

From various discussions we have had with Sonorans
who ranch at all of these scales, it seems safe to say that
the majority of livestock killed off by the drought were
raised by the ranchers with poorer quality lands, for they
were and are the least buffered from the vagaries of a
changing climate and least capable of weathering shifting conditions. Larger ranching operations have certainly incurred additional costs of production and forfeited
additional income in future years until their herds are
fully rebuilt, but they will soon be able to take advantage
of the extraordinarily high beef prices in the U.S. to recoup their losses.
Low rainfall is certainly nothing new in the borderlands,
nor is the practice of selling feeder calves to American
feedlots when forage is scarce. Indeed, the Arizona and
Sonora cattle industries have been fully integrated—or
“hitched together at the hip”—for over a century. Taking
this long view, the loss of 13,000 head of cattle in Sonora
is only 2 percent of its total livestock population, and the
remaining 98 percent will be sold for higher prices than
ranchers have received for decades.
But Sonoran beef has hit the international marketplace,
not merely for U.S. consumers but beef consumers in
other countries as well. By the end of 2011, Sonoran
ranchers sold nearly 300,000 head of cattle to U.S. feedlots. What’s more, the beef, blood meal, bone meal, hides
and fat rendered from exported cattle may end up in a
least a dozen different countries. The international
strength of the demand for livestock products—compounded by the fact that 40 percent of the U.S. corn crop
has now been converted into ethanol—means that there
will be ever-increasing pressures for Mexican farmers to
use their irrigable lands for the production of forage, not
food crops.

ranchers incur an additional burden of debt. But they
also recoup their costs more quickly as drought conditions recede. One of their recovery strategies is to
sell replacement heifers at high prices to poquiteros
who have virtually lost their herds during times of
drought and are vulnerable to such deals due to a lack of
other options.
Of course, there are also ranching operations managed
by wealthy families or corporations that run well over
330 head of livestock at any given time. These operations
typically have unlimited access to irrigated pasture for

“The price of hay has doubled here in the last three to
four months,” David revealed in January 2012,
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“so growers [with irrigable floodplain land] are planting
alfalfa, ryegrass and barley instead of corn, beans, melons
and squash, not only because of the strong demand, but
because they suffer less plagues than what the food
crops do.”

see transborder connections in the food system that
have been out of sight for many of us. Desert livestock
production has always been dynamic, but now we can
see how this dynamism takes advantage of resources
primarily found on one side of the border or another at
any given moment in time. The U.S.-Mexico border, in
other words, is but one of a number of boundaries in a
larger geography of beef production wherein weather,
people, place and money have long come together in
complicated networks.

Already over the last decade, much of the remaining irrigated Sonoran croplands formerly dedicated to human
foods have been converted to forage and grain for cattle.
Nevertheless, aid going into hay production and feedlot
expansion loosens the historic reliance in Sonora on the
rangeland resources to produce “carne del campo”—
Mexico’s equivalent to grass-fed beef. It is likely that
some of the 10,000 Sonoran ranch families affected by
drought will never return to a livestock economy exclusively based on range-fed beef production. Instead, they

Low rainfall is certainly nothing new in the
borderlands, nor is the practice of selling
feeder calves to American feedlots when
forage is scarce.
will increasingly produce irrigated forages for “feeder
calves” to be finished in U.S. and Mexican feedlots, the
control of which rests in very few hands.
In a speech about Mexico’s food security in early 2012,
President Felipe Calderón called this time period the
worst drought in Mexican history. In addition to the
cattle die-offs, more than 2.2 million acres of Mexican
food crops were also damaged by droughts, freezes and
catastrophic weather events in 2011. Across the border
in the United States, more than 90 disaster areas were
decreed in 2011, affecting over 500 rural counties with
crops and livestock losses. As a result, U.S. beef supplies
will be 4 to 5 percent lower in 2012 than in previous
years, and beef prices will be the highest in modern history for at least another five years. This will create a
higher demand for prematurely sold Mexican calves to
U.S. feedlots, and ultimately, for Mexican and U.S. venture capitalists to construct more feedlots on Sonoran
landscapes close to American markets.
All this is simply to restate what is obvious to most
ranchers in the borderlands: drought knows no borders,
and when there is stress on the livestock industry as
severe as it has been the last two years, we can suddenly
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Food Labels and the
Real-Mex Conundrum

Bilingual labeling: El Pato migrates across the border: Mexican imported salsa at Food City | Photo Maribel Alvarez

By Maribel Alvarez

Not all Mexican food is created equal. I am not talking

referenced by the variety of styles, fonts, colors and
claims on Mexican food packaging.

I became intrigued by this gastronomical conundrum:
Americans, it seems, endure a perpetual love-hate relationship with Mexico that translates in various guises
and fads of Mexican food. In the college campus where I
work, young co-eds (mainly males) rely on Mexican food
(tacos and burritos) in large quantities as their main
source of nutrition. At the same time, one can easily hear
rumblings (mainly among females) about the perception
of Mexican food being the kind of unhealthy choices
that make people fat.

To gather data for my hypothesis, I set up a basic research exercise modeled after a project at Stanford
University. This study, as recently reported in
Gastronomica magazine, sought to identify class identity in food marketing via the words inscribed on bags
of potato chips.
In short, this is what the Stanford researchers discovered: expensive chips tend to emphasize exotic ingredients, tout health claims, tend to explain what they are

Despite its popularity, Mexican food (and increasingly
produce that comes from Mexico across the border) is
the subject of sudden health scares, rumors and speculation. Like Africanized bees, narcos and buffel grass, they
have become the dangers emanating from south of the
border. The cultural, class-based and social baggage accompanying Mexican food consumption in the U.S.
(since the 19th century) has not disappeared. As I began
to pay more attention to the labels on Mexican food
products at my local supermarket, I was able to discern
a pattern: marketing efforts within and without Mexican
market segments seem to share the common goal in
their attempt to erase the stigma of Mexican food as
“poor people’s food.” My observations led me to this
working hypothesis: Social class is the constant element

Social class is the constant element
referenced by the variety of styles,
fonts, colors and claims on Mexican
food packaging.
not (not fried, not greasy) and use more text and more
complicated grammar on their packaging. In contrast,
economical brands of potato chips stress hominess, old
family recipes or traditions of the company or founder.
Consumers of all social classes, however, value the product that they think is most authentic. What counts as
“authentic” for each social class, however, is a different
matter altogether.

higher concentrations of Mexican nationals residing in
the USA. Enticing words on salsa jars, cans of beans and
plastic tortilla wrappers stake claims for health, traditional values, environmental consciousness and cultural
heritage. The marketing goal here is to grab the attention of an increasingly diversified and segmented field
of shoppers and consumers that simultaneously includes Mexicans, Mexican-Americans, other Latinos and
non-Latinos in one fell swoop.

about extremes—like nibbling Taco Bell fare after an aromatic meal of home-cooked tamales, barbacoa or cocido.
I’m not talking about basking in the smell of fresh cilantro, garlic, limes and avocados over jars of green slime
dubiously called guacamole. My measure of comparison
is much more modest and concrete: I am interested in
plumbing the claims made by labels on Mexican food
products sold in popular grocery stores.

There’s a certain irony in this upswing of popularity: for
most of the last 150 years, Mexican food has functioned
both as an object of desire and as a focal point of prejudice and derision among large segments of mainstream,
white U.S. consumers. Historically, food choices have
been used to stigmatize social and cultural groups.
Folklorist Mario Montaño has studied the ways in which
consumption of certain types of meats in South Texas
(the well known “organs” or offal meats), choice of spices
and certain modes of preparation became mutated into
racist attitudes expressed by Mexican food slurs (“greasers,” “chili peppers,” “beaners”). In order to eat these
foods without associating with the stigma, Anglos in
Texas reinterpreted Mexican culinary traditions to fit
their, let’s say, more “hygienic” culinary tastes: thus,
from tri-tip, we get “fajitas.”

In the world of food labeling, fierce battles over who gets
to claim higher levels of “authenticity” are waged in earnest across the nation. Mexican food is not the only
target of such protracted marketing wars, but among
all ethnic foods, Mexican food is the undisputable
frontrunner. The demand for Mexican food across all levels of social class, regional niches and gastronomical
lifestyles has soared in recent years beyond anyone’s
wildest imagination.
It is a well-known fact that for several years, salsa has
surpassed ketchup as American’s favorite condiment.
But as Gustavo Arellano writes in Taco USA: How Mexican
Food Conquered America, the demand for the food has
grown in tandem with the demand for Mexican labor. To
make a long story short, Taco-mania coincided with
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I kept my investigation simple. I counted one type of
food—I chose salsa—in two polar opposite market segments: the upscale Whole Foods and the economical
Food City supermarket. The stores stood 2 miles apart in
Tucson’s mid-town section.
At Whole Foods, I identified a total of 17 commercial salsa brands (all except one Mexican import were offered in
glass jars); those 17 brands, in turn, offered customers 70
varieties of flavors and levels of heat. In addition, Whole
Foods offers 6 varieties of refrigerated “salsa fresca”
made in their own deli-kitchen. At Food City, there were
more brand names offered (a total of 26) but significantly
fewer varieties of flavor combinations and heat levels
(40 compared to Whole Food’s 70). Food City also offered
one single kind of refrigerated, made-on-the-premises
“salsa fresca.”
The larger variety of salsa offerings at Whole Foods reflects a more segmented and niche-based consumer base.
We see the upscale and “health-oriented” store offering

Local but up-scale: Salsa branding, Whole Foods style | Photo Maribel Alvarez
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stressed Whole Food’s commitment to “buy local,” presumably nudging shoppers to buy into this value.
Apparently, the strategy worked; the singled out local
salsa makers whose story was told on customized shelf
banners (see table on the following page) was the only
salsa out of stock. The empty shelf thus provides evidence of the coincidence in corporate/shopper goals at
Whole Foods.

something for everyone within a continuum of sophisticated shoppers of Mexican salsa for whom “consumer
choice” is an important value. Similar to the case of potato chips, the stock of salsa at Whole Foods reflects a
predominance of non-standard flavors (exotic offerings
such as “mango key lime” or specific varieties of chiles
such as “guajillo” and “serrano”). Even the made-on-site
“salsa fresca” reflects this pattern of customization (for
example, among the “salsa frescas” were pineapple-mango-cranberry and tomato-artichoke flavors).

Coincidental with the potato chips/class identity findings, salsas at Whole Foods made more frequent references to natural and unique ingredients (salsa made
with agave nectar), handmade processes, health benefits,
organic products, authenticity, spirituality and sociallyprogressive values as specific as “no G.M. ingredients.”
(See table on the following page.) These marketing
themes were mirrored on the brand names (OrganicVille),
the names of the flavors/varieties (Sedona Red) and the
images and illustrations on labels and brand logos (a
Native American Katsina, the Southwestern skyline and
even a plain, brown paper label).

Emphasis on communitarian values was evident at
Whole Foods through a larger offering of “made local”
salsas. Within the local theme, “artisanal” salsas (small
batch recipes by local families and entrepreneurs) were
highlighted. Intentional signages told local stories and
Local color, Sonoran-style: Chiles from the Rio Sonora | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan

Patterns in Food
Consumption

Descriptive words on labels at Food City provide a point
of contrast to the Whole Food brands. The majority of labels emphasize hyper-nationalistic, nostalgic and densely
coded “archetypal” messages about tradition and homeland. The majority of the salsas are imported from Mexico.
Many labels are bilingual, indicating the desire of Mexican
exporters to appeal to American mainstream consumers.
References to the products being “real Mexican” are common, as is the notion of longevity: One brand proudly announced on the label its 85th anniversary, and few others
listed their founding dates as 1917 and 1937. The logical
association of age with authority (authority, that is, of
what is truly Mexican) is the pattern here.

By Maribel Alvarez
Food consumption patterns in Mexico
have transformed in the last two
decades. With less prep time available,
families choose increasingly more
industrialized food choices. The
increase in consumption of proteins,
fats and simple carbohydrates has led to emulation of USA tastes and
products. One study in Mexico City, for example, found that close to 30
percent of families prefer eating wheat bread over corn tortillas.
Another trend has been the re-packaging of traditional foods and products
for easier preparation (moles, sauces). A survey of the top 20 foods
consumed in Nuevo Leon in 2000 revealed that the top 5 included: tortilla,
vegetable oil, fresh eggs, cola drinks and beans. The next five included
milk, sugar, tomatoes, processed meats and onions. Pastas, pastries,
cookies and sliced bread were in the top 20.

It is clear from the comparison that marketing strategies
across both sides of the border have taken authenticity
as key principle. But as was the case with potato chips,
interpretations vary in reference to what each sector of
the salsa market defines as its target “community.”
Curiously, what emerges as the single most interesting
fact of this investigation is precisely that marketing
strategies for both the high and low end varieties of
salsa are predicated less on reaching “consumers,” per se,
and more focused on stressing communitarian values
and social bonding. This dimension of marketing highlights the potential difficulties involved in trying to unpack and reveal the underbelly of the food system to
average consumers: As long as everyone can be made to
feel “special” as part of a culinary niche, concrete opportunities for crossing the boundaries that connect us all
in a foodshed are diminished in favor of customization.

By general rule, poorer households dedicate more income (proportionately) to food –because they often go to smaller stores with less special
price incentives or buy day-to-day (no bulk or clustering). Mexican
families spend on average 36 percent of their income on food; of that, 17.6
percent is spent on fruit and vegetables. Mexicans prefer to buy perishables in the traditional retailing sector –plaza markets and tianguis; but for
supermarkets, sales of fresh fruits and vegetables play an important role,
representing up to 12 percent of sales and up to 32 percent of profits.
Source: Essays by Felipe Torres Torres and David Oseguera Parra in Cultura y
Seguridad Alimenticia (Sergio Sandoval Godoy and Juana Maria Melendez
Torres, eds. CIAD, Sonora, MX 2008)
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Whole Foods

Food City

Salsa Fresca
(prepared on site)

6 varieties

1 variety

Brand Names

17

26

Varieties Offered
(flavors, hotness, etc.)

70

40

Made in Arizona

7

2

Imported (Mexico)

1

16

Farthest USA Location
from AZ

Vermont

New Jersey

Sample Brand Names

T&D Salsa (Dennis and
Terri)

Pace

Goldwater’s

Herdez

JC’s Midnite

La Victoria

Silver Star

Pico Pica

Mi Salsa

Whole Foods
Made in Arizona

The Original….

Taste of the Southwest

Tradición Sonorense

All Natural; Totally
Natural

Real Mexican Style

No Preservatives
Added

Since 1937; Since
1917
85th Anniversary

Tapatio

Fat Free; Cholesterol
Free

OrganicVille

Salsa Huichol

Low Sodium

The Sauce Supreme

Salpica

Poblano

Gluten Free

Great for Cooking

Frontera’s

Las Casitas

The Story of…

All Natural

D.L. Jardine’s

El Yucateco

Gourmet

Con Toda Confianza

Chilteca

Fresh; Local
ingredients

Descriptive Words
on Labels

Sonora
Sample Stand Out
Flavors

Food City

Organic

Papago Peach

Thick n’ Chunky

Handmade/
handcrafted

Sedona Red

Casera

Mango Key Lime

Taquera

Made with Agave
Nectar

Pineapple Chipotle

Chiltepin

Guajillo

Salsa Verde

Authentic Mexico
No genetically
modified ingredients
Chef Created

Serrano Ranchero
Distinctive Images
on Label
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Native American
Katsina

Chiltepin Chile

Cartoonish Chile
Pepper

Cartoonish Chile
Peppers

Southwestern Skyline

Woman wearing
Mexican hat

Mountain Range

Molcajete

Cornucopia of
vegetables

Tomatillos, Garlic,
Chiles

Brown paper bag label

Indigenous Dancers
(Yaqui and Huichol)

cycle of a piece of fruit once it arrives at his warehouse:
The organic fruit is delivered in enormous 1,000 to 1,600
pound boxes. The fruits are dumped on a conveyor belt,
and run through a wash of peroxide and other organicapproved cleaning agents. All the citrus move through a
machine that will coat each fruit with a shiny layer of
beeswax. Lastly, the fruit is spread out onto rollers that
separate the produce by size and are then placed by staff
in their appropriate boxes for sale. Fruits that begin to
develop “red scale” or other worrisome traits are tossed in
jacuzzi-sized boxes and are sent to a juicing plant.

is an agent for organic growers and one of the crucial
links in the commodity chain connecting fields in
Mexico and Arizona with shelf space in the organic sections of retail stores throughout the country. Despite
beginning as a small grower in Prescott, Arizona, Philip
relocated to the border to tap into the developing business opportunities in the booming U.S. “organic” sector.
Moving approximately one semi-truck of organic fruits
and veggies each day (some 330,000 cartons of produce
each year), Patagonia Orchards is but a small fish in the
ocean of Mexico-U.S. produce sales (where some 5 million
metric tons are annually imported).

Produce from Mexico: Organic limes tout the Patagonia Orchards label | Photo Laurel Bellante

Ambiguities in the
U.S.-Mexico Organic Sector
By Laurel Bellante

For me, the grocery store can be a confusing place. I have

Organic label. You might return home believing that the
organic broccoli and cabbage in your market basket are
chemical-free; in fact, you may think that those purchases are innately “good” and morally-sound.

spent hours walking down the supermarket aisles, scanning ingredient lists, attempting to decipher labels,
trying to decide if what I’m buying is more food
than scientific experiment. Once, I bypassed the
refrigerated egg section for a whole month after getting
dizzy before the options: free range, cage free, organic,
local, veg-a-fed!

But here’s a problem: “Organic” is turning “corporate.” In
light of this reality, there is an emerging disconnect between what we think organic means and how it actually
translates to real differences on-the-ground. And so I’m
forced to ask: Is organic still a “sustainable” option, despite its dependence on low-wage labor, industrial inputs for production and fossil fuels for distribution
across the globe?

Many folks solve the confusing label conundrum by traversing the outer edges of their supermarket to fresh
produce areas; that way, their shopping carts are stocked
with items that have no ingredient list. But there are still
decisions the consumer must make: If you want to purchase vegetables and fruits free of pesticides you might
seek out products emblazoned with the USDA Certified

To learn more about the truth behind the organic label, I
traveled to the food warehousing district of Rio Rico to
speak with Philip Ostrom of Patagonia Orchards. Philip
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Philip explains that organic standards are not only enforced on the growers’ end, but in the transportation and
storage of organics, as well. Warehouses handling organic produce must fill out a lengthy application and pay
$4,000 to become a certified organic warehouse. If a company handles both conventional and organic products
with the same equipment, they must sanitize all machinery and change the dump water every time handling
switches between the two. While trucks are allowed to
carry a mix of conventional and organic produce, they
are prohibited from stacking mixed pallets. In all, the
handling of organics requires additional investments of
time and money that, for some, becomes more of a hassle
than what it’s worth.

The relationship between Mexico’s organic production
and U.S. demand is significant: While southern Mexico
has been a well-known exporter of organic coffee and cacao since the 1980s, northern Mexico’s organic sector is
younger by about a decade and has been driven primarily
by mounting U.S. demand for organic winter vegetables
and fruits. In 2011, over half the organic fruit imported
from abroad came from Mexico, and most if it passed
through the Mariposa Port of Entry in Nogales. Baja
California’s Del Cabo Cooperative exports an estimated 7.5
tons of tomatoes and basil a day to the United States!
Like other warehouses, the Patagonia Orchards facility
is a labyrinth of food boxes stacked ceiling high. As we
enter, the mostly Hispanic workers take a break from
sorting limes according to their size and suitability for
sale. A radio in the corner crackles Norteño music; the air
is infused with the smell of citrus at its ripest. Philip
explains the massive collection of machinery and conveyor belts in front of us and walks us through the life

Having worked in the organic produce business for over
25 years, Philip is well-versed in both the promises and
contradictions of the organic label. He admits that price
premiums have been the motivating factor for farmers
to instigate organic production in the first place. “They
will always say it’s because they believe in organic, but
if the price was the same most
Cleaning, waxing and sorting: Organic limes move through conveyor belts | Photo Laurel Bellante
of the time with organic and
conventional, I think there
would be a lot less organic
growers—not just in Mexico,
but everywhere.” Philip acknowledges that many producers aim low, trying only to
meet the bare minimums required by legal organic standards, unconcerned with extra
efforts to ensure the long-term
sustainability of the water table or the health of surrounding ecosystems. But at the
same time, he has also observed promising change in
soil health and water retention
on organic farms over time and
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creepy-crawlies are shipped and analyzed by a USDAapproved entomological lab. These tests can take days,
during which time the load of organic produce—valued
at some $25,000—must remain at the border awaiting
clearance. If clearance is denied, the company must either fumigate the entire load and sell it on the conventional market, or sell it “for almost nothing” in the
open-air markets of Mexican cities near the border,
like Hermosillo.

seen that knowledge and practices acquired in the organic sector often spillover into the conventional pool,
inspiring mixed producers to implement better practices
in their production methods, as well.
Despite the fiscal success of operations like Patagonia
Orchards, Ostrom insists that the organic market is
much riskier than the conventional market in important
ways: Because organics represent such a small market
share, the spikes in supply and demand are much more
radical for organics. While conventional brokers can rely
on their neighbors to help complete produce counts or
find a buyer for a sudden surplus in production, Ostrom
says that organic growers and brokers often have no one

more accountability and better practices in the organic
sector. Far from being a panacea, the global organic sector continues to rely on significant infrastructure and
natural resources that should invite reflection each time
we sip down our morning coffee or bite into an organic
banana imported from Ecuador. It is also reason to get
acquainted with the differences in scale and practice
between organic labels. I, for one, now search for that
colorful little Patagonia Orchards label and take comfort
that it decorates something worth taking home to eat.

They don’t call them Cuties down here: Citrus headed north | Photo Laurel Bellante

Talking to Philip, I realized that the international organic industry, much like the conventional sector, is more
complex than we consumers imagine. To be competitive
in the international organics market, warehouses must

While conventional citrus shippers can meet U.S. pest-free importation standards by simply
fumigating their shipments with methyl bromide, organic shippers must prove their imports
are naturally pest-free before they cross the Mexico-U.S. border.
undertake additional risks requiring an infrastructure
that is often overseen by large companies.

to turn to during stints of bad weather or other unforeseen events. An organic item can get over- or under-produced much faster than in the conventional market.
However, organic brokers have an advantage: they can
flip their products and sell them as conventional when
the organic market becomes saturated or if conventional
prices shoot up.
Just as organic growers are
forced to implement natural
pest control in their fields, organic shippers can’t rely on
chemical solutions to control
pests or perishability during
transport. While conventional
citrus shippers can meet U.S.
pest-free importation standards by simply fumigating
their shipments with methyl
bromide, organic shippers
must prove their imports are
naturally pest-free before they
cross the Mexico-U.S. border.
Because organic crops foster a
wider variety of insect life, organic shipments are more likely to be stopped and forced to
wait while samples of the

Nevertheless, the operations at Patagonia Orchards demonstrate that success can be attained on a smaller scale.
For every large organic producer cutting corners and rigging prices to maximize their market share, there is someone like Philip using their profit margins and personal

Garlic heads get shorn: Hand-harvesting ajo for export | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan
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time to ensure growers receive a fair price, assist in crop
planning and, where possible, offer their services to
finance small growers on both sides of the border or
facilitate the installation of new wells, solar panels or
drip irrigation.
Philip understands what labels can conceal: “We do a lot
to try to not hide behind the label. We aim to build transparent relationships between the consumer and the
grower.” Ironically, it is often the retailers themselves
that inhibit consumers’ abilities to discern between
products. Although one of the goals of Patagonia
Orchards is to promote crops that are Arizona grown,
most retailers consider it “too much work” to advertise
which products are local. Big box retailers like Target or
Wal-Mart further confuse the marketplace by stamping
the same organic label on all of their produce—“whether
it’s a carrot grown in Fullerton or a lime from Veracruz.”
So just as the label is telling you something (organic!), in
the end it might tell you very little.
In this age of global trade, food will always be polemical.
Every new label is met with new attempts to capture the
market and corrupt the standards created in its wake,
playing on consumer imaginaries and glossing over ambiguities. Even as new information is released to raise
consumer skepticism about the organic industry’s environmental sustainability and social justice practices,
there are also players like Philip Ostrom who strive for
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cattle to Tucson and El
Paso in extraordinary
volumes, consolidating the livestock industries of the
borderlands into a
single food production system. By World
War II, American dependence on northern
Mexican-born, grassGetting loaded: Pacific Food Express car cooled with 11,500
fed Corriente cattle
pounds of ice in 1921 | Photo ©1921–2012 Union Pacific Railroad Company
was so large that virtually all the beef in K-rations came from this source.
Even though post-World War II regulations and protocols for Hoof-and-Mouth disease outbreaks have made it
more difficult to move cattle across the border, beef production remains a transborder business in many ways to
this day.

Sea of Cortés—like salted fish and the jerked meat of sea
turtle—may have been transported many miles inland,
while other items, like olive oil and altar wine from
Mission grapes, were traded to missions that still lacked
orchards and vineyards on the coast.

A Brief History of
Cross-Border Food Trade
Beans across theborder: Favas have been in transborder trade for 150 years | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan

In New Mexico, Churro sheep, Corriente cattle, cultivated chiles and grafted fruit trees were brought north
along the Camino de Real from Veracruz, Mexico City,
Durango and Parral. This trade route remained essential
to agricultural development in the border region, even
after the Santa Fe Trail opened access to goods brought
from steamboats along the Mississippi River.
It was not until the 1850s—immediately following the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and the so-called Gadsden
“Purchase”—that there was enough pretense of a border
to begin true “binational commerce.” In 1851, boundary
surveyors Emory and Bartlett headed south from Tucson
and Calabasas to assist the commissary of their expedition by replenishing food and other supplies in
Magdalena. But they found little more than fruits, tortillas, cakes and mescal to keep their bellies full. And so
they ventured as far south as Ures—Sonora’s scrappy
little capital at that time—to gather the rest of the foods
they required for their journey across the Great American
Desert to the California coast.

It was not until 1906 that transborder trade accelerated,
due to railroad tycoon Edward Harriman, who developed
railcars with icehouses and refrigerators. Fresh produce
from the west coast of Mexico could now enter the U.S.
marketplace and arrive at its destination in a matter of
days. As Harriman’s Pacific Fruit Express became the
largest operator of refrigerated railroad transporters in
the world, fresh produce from the binational Southwest
grew from a negligible portion of the U.S. grocery market
share to 40 percent of the U.S. produce sales in 1929.
(Some of my neighbors are the descendants of Nogales,
Arizona’s pioneering produce brokers, and they remain
engaged in cross-border food trade to this day.)

During the 1850s, Pima Indian farmers who irrigated
crops along the Gila River floodplain began to produce

By Gary Paul Nabhan

By World War II, American dependence on

M

any U.S. residents are amazed when they learn that
three-fifths of the fresh produce they buy and eat was
harvested from the West Coast of Mexico. It comes as
further surprise that much of the saltwater fish and
shrimp they eat comes from Mexico’s reaches of the Gulf
of Mexico, Pacific Ocean and Gulf of California. However,
we should not belittle New Yorkers or Minnesotans for
this lack of knowledge, since few of us who live much
closer to U.S./Mexico border have an accurate sense of
how much of our food comes from “el otro lado”—the
lands and waters on the other side. Despite having lived
much of my life in Arizona, and within sight of Mexican
farms and ranches, I have, until recently, hardly fathomed the extent that I’ve been nourished by the foods
produced in Sonora and surrounding states. As a means
to overcome this shortsightedness, I have asked farmers,
fishers, historians and border brokers to explain to me
just how our food system became so binational.

farmers, foragers and fishers has gone on in the Sonoran
Desert for millennia, long before an international boundary split the region in half. Salt, corn, beans, turkeys,
wild chiles, acorns, agaves and other foods have been
part of extra-local trade in the region for at least 4,000
years. Pochtecan traders may have taken Mayan chocolate as far north as Chaco Canyon, long before Spanish
soldiers, miners and priests arrived in the region. Of
course, the Valley of Mexico became the prehistoric hub
for food trade in Mesoamerica, while the lands we now
know as the Southwestern United States were considered on the fringe of the Aztec empire, a barely developed frontier.
Historians have told me how Padre Kino and other Jesuit
missionaries changed the diets of people in this region
when they arrived here around 1687, bringing with them
many seeds, fruit tree cuttings and livestock and poultry
breeds. These propagation materials were taken and
traded from one watershed to the next, across the arid
region now straddled by the border. Some items from the

Among my friends are a few archaeologists of desert
foodways. They have reminded me that trade between
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northern Mexican-born, grass-fed Corriente

At the same time, Harriman’s railroad cars carried agricultural technologies south into Sonora and Sinaloa,
ushering in the era of groundwater extraction and mechanized cultivation. Colonies of American and European
entrepreneurs developed large-scale irrigated agriculture in southern Sonora and northern Sinaloa, usurping
lands from both Yaqui and Mayo Indians.

cattle was so large that virtually all the beef
in K-rations came from this source.
enough surplus wheat to supply Gold Rush prospectors
in northeastern Sonora and northern California. With
the advent of the Civil War, Hispanic and Anglo commodity traders helped the Pima expand their market for
White Sonora wheat flour to both Rebel and Yankee
troops, so that these Pima farmers became Arizona’s first
to engage in “export agriculture.”

In the late 19th century, U.S. citizens bought land for cultivation around the port town of Topolobampo, in northern Sinaloa, to establish a socialist, utopian community.
Their project, called the Credit Foncier of Sinaloa, lasted
only a few years in that hot and cactus-studded environment. But these efforts paved the way for larger-scale
agricultural enterprises, which bought up the best farmland in the Fuerte river valley by the early 20th century,
and had diverted most of the region’s surface waters. The
sugar plantations they developed later gave way to today’s massive vegetable exportation operations. Today

Sonora, too, reshaped its production for export markets,
developing trade in livestock, grain and fruits through
its port at Guaymas with the help of Wells Fargo’s first
brokerage banks in Mexico around 1860. By 1880, railroad
lines up the west coast of Mexico started bringing live
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Dutch, French and Italian agribusinessmen who developed large, irrigated land holdings in these southern
reaches of the Sonoran Desert. This kind of exportation
also occurred around the Port of Guaymas. Today, many
of these families continue to play prominent roles in
Sonora’s agricultural production, as well as in industry
and government.
While the Mexican Revolution led to repatriation of
some of the lands that had been lost to smallholder farmers, it also fostered clandestine trade in alcohol and firearms with businesses in Arizona and New Mexico. With
Arizona’s statehood and the Prohibition era, barrels of
tequila and bacanora were bottled and shipped by Julius
Rosenbaum out of Tucson, but these products were
still grown and distilled on the west coast of Mexico.
Guaymas harbor became the region’s major, international shipping port for a variety of beverages, grains, fruits
and vegetables.
In the 1920s, the demand for air bladders of the totoaba—
a presently endangered fish in the Sea of Cortés—ushered in a new wave of marine resource exploitation.
Motorized boats allowed the movement of fishermen
back and forth across the sea, where they established
new camps, depleted the local fisheries and moved on.
By 1935, Kino Bay had its first “collective” or ejido of
Mexican fishermen. Ever since, most of Sonora’s fish
catch has been destined for Arizona and the broader
United States. Around the same period, the Kino Bay
Club of American anglers had ramped up sports fishing
along the coast, and in 1941 the United States government fostered its spread by helping Sonora build a paved
65-mile highway between Puerto Peñasco and Lukeville,
then known as Kahlilville. During that time, sea turtles
and lobsters were transported live, in tubs, up to Ajo
and Phoenix.

From bootleg to regional boon: Mescal Bacanora produced in Sonora was once
illegal and is now sanctioned for export for the first time in decades
Photo Gary Paul Nabhan

the area forms part of the larger northern Sinaloa ketchup and salsa belt, producing more tomatoes than any
other region in Mexico.
Around the same time, and further north in the Mayo
and Yaqui Valleys, another engineer, Carlos Conant, landed a concession from the Mexican government for close
to 500,000 acres of coastal thornscrub. In exchange, he
was charged with platting, subdividing and spearheading agricultural development. The U.S.-based Richardson
Construction Company (CCR) bought out Conant by the
early 19th century, just before the 1910 revolution.
However, the company had enough time before the war
to start laying the infrastructural foundation for what
would later become one of Mexico’s premier grain-producing irrigation districts. Agricultural development
came at a high price for the Yoemem (the Yaqui Indians)
who had lived in the valley for thousands of years; to
this day, they continue to struggle with state and federal
officials to gain full recognition of their legal rights to
ancestral lands, and to the waters of the Yaqui River.

Shrimp trawlers from Guaymas started raking the sea
bottom clean in the 1940s, taking and then discarding 10
to 40 pounds of live “bycatch” for every pound of saleable shrimp they caught in their nets. A combination of
government subsidies and private investment had overcapitalized the open-sea shrimping sector, swelling the
size of fleets, and dramatically increasing the scale of
the assault on marine resources. By 1990, less than a half
century later, trawlers had so depleted the northern and
central reaches of the sea it became impossible not to
notice the many rusted-out hulls of bankrupt trawlers
scattered around port towns like Yavaros, Guaymas and
Puerto Peñasco. The decline in the wild shrimp fishery
inevitably led to efforts to farm shrimp (so-called “aquaculture”) in confined areas along the coast—first

Around present-day Hermosillo, near the coast, binational families—such as the Ronstadts—began to export
wagons, tractors and tillage equipment to the German,
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Roughly 150,000 to 170,000 tons of seafood

with the Green Revolution, led by Minnesota-born plant
breeder, Norman Borlaug. The first releases of Borlaug’s
dwarf, fertilizer-responsive wheat—like Sonora 64—hit
the marketplace in the early 1960s. It quickly drove the
White Sonora heirloom bread wheat to near-extinction.
The fertile floodplain soils of the Rio Yaqui, Mayo and
Fuerte valleys were suddenly transformed into a contiguous wheat belt; outside of the Bajío region, it is one
of Mexico’s most important granaries.

are exported from Mexico to the U.S.
each year, and three quarters of what is
caught or cultured by Sonorans is served
at American tables.

Ironically, just as irrigation infrastructure and chemical
fertilizer plants began to dominate the Sonoran landscape—a massive federal investment intended to boost
basic grain production—farmers suddenly converted to
higher-value tomatoes, cucumbers, watermelons and
peppers, rather than staple crops like wheat. Much of the
winter produce exported to the U.S. from Sonora and
Sinaloa is now grown in these northern and northwestern irrigation districts that were originally developed to
produce staple crops for Mexico’s burgeoning population. In exchange for this nourishment provided by
northern Mexican laborers, lands and waters, Arizonans
deliver five to six billion dollars of goods and services to
their neighbors south of the border each year in the form
of farm equipment, computerized technologies and vehicles, in addition to stone fruits, corn-fed feedlot beef
and frozen processed foods. Metro areas near the border
have become the staging areas for Wal-Marts and other
food franchises that have now cropped up all over Mexico.

accomplished in Guaymas by Monterrey Tech in the
1960s. The spread of shrimp farming along the Sonoran
and Sinaloan coast caused the destruction of some mangrove lagoons—the natural nursery grounds for the
wild-caught “Guaymas shrimp.” Mostly, though, shrimp

Several years ago, at a reception hosted by the Sonoran
Department of Tourism in Kino Bay, I noticed a table
filled with uniform mini-chimichangas—an offering to
the snowbirds wintering along the coast.
“Did you have a women here in the community who
makes that many chimichangas for the reception?” I
asked a state official.

Where would Arizona be without seafood tacos and tostadas? Guaymas
shrimp feeds America | Photo John Stobbe

farming’s most visible impact has been the fragmentation of delicate coastal landscapes. Today, shrimp monoculture all along Sonoran and Sinaloan shores is plagued
with introduced diseases, though it still generates more
products for export than Mexico’s entire wild harvest
shrimp sector. Despite prompting the loss of one fish
stock after another, the 40-50,000 fishermen in the Sea of
Cortés still haul in 60 percent of all seafood caught in
Mexican waters. Roughly 150,000 to 170,000 tons of seafood are exported from Mexico to the U.S. each year, and
three quarters of what is caught or cultured by Sonorans
is served at American tables.

“Oh, no, we buy them frozen from the Wal-Mart in
Hermosillo. By the time we drive them out to the coast
here for receptions, they’re already thawed, so all we need
to do is microwave them, and they’re ready to serve! It
really helps cut our costs by purchasing them in bulk…”
I was speechless. My mind began wandering back and
forth across the border, and through time as well. If alive
today, what would the innovative woman who fashioned the very first chivichanga—made with hand-made
tortilla from White Sonora wheat flour—think of these
mass-produced facsimiles of her homegrown invention?

While the aquamarine (or “blue”) revolution ramped up
along the Sonoran coast in the 1960s, large-scale, hybrid
grain production received a jumpstart in Ciudad Obregón
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sense of trust—confianza—that what is expected to happen will happen when it is supposed to happen.

during the first week of April, his business would simply
die. During peak seasons, fruit and vegetable brokers at
border distribution centers resemble Wall Street brokers—with a phone by each ear, managing a frenzy of
activity to connect truckers with routes, growers
and buyers.

“When you are dealing with perishable commodities, you
want to keep things rotating,” says Prescott Vandervoet.
Prescott is a young, Nogales melon broker who, in
December 2011, sat down with a group of researchers
from the University of Arizona to explain how his food
processing industry has helped him and his family make
a living since the 1970s.

Confianza: Trust and Risk
at the Border Produce Centers
Let’s make a deal: Sonoran and Arizonan interests in negotiation | Photo Bill Steen

By Maribel Alvarez

“How many millions of dollars are negotiated based only

of feelings (toward each other, toward the industry), beliefs, attitudes and stories.

on words?” asked a federal judge in a Tucson courthouse
a few years ago. He was presiding over a dispute between produce importers. The magistrate’s words were
more matter-of-fact than inspired, but the phrase he uttered that day has lived on as an anecdote among produce brokers in Nogales, Arizona because it captured, so
succinctly, what every insider to the industry of border
commodity flows knew so well.

Every day the trade of fruits, produce and other food
commodities across the U.S.-Mexico food system is quantified, reported, analyzed and regulated in exhaustive
details and with clockwork precision by dozens of government and private agencies. Anyone can go online and
find daily commodity reports issued by the U.S. government for each port of entry along the border, detailing
any number of facts about the number of trucks that
crossed, what cargo they carried and whether the foods
arrived free of spoilage, microbial contamination or pesticide exposure.

Most outsiders—especially the legislators proposing
new, crafty, quick fixes to perceived “border problems”—
ignore, at his or her peril, the fact that the interconnectedness of our binational food systems is undeniable
and irreversible.

Also embedded in each transaction—yet nearly impossible to capture in official reports—is another form of
exchange equally and, arguably, more important than
any cold cash at stake: the tenuous and fundamental

This interconnectedness is first expressed, to be sure, as
an economic relationship. But money is only part of the
story; economic transactions also involve the exchange
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Hominy roads must a man walk down? Chicos in the making | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan

“You are making micro-decisions constantly; a buyer
wants to know—sometimes days or weeks out—what
size of a particular fruit you can get for them; the retailer
wants to know to include this in his weekly ads,” says
Prescott. “Good people who really know this business
can gauge it one or two days out, but you really need to
have an excellent relationship with the mayordomo
(field manager) who lives out there in the orchard or
ranch in Mexico to be able to get good, reliable information. You need to be able to call and get an informal report, but with that informal report you go ahead and
place bets, so to speak, on marketing strategies that can
make you or break you.”
Cementing most multi-million dollar deals across these
frontiers—between growers back in Mexican orchards
and fields, truckers hauling produce, agricultural inspectors, brokers at the Nogales receiving houses and buyers
as far away as Minneapolis, Buffalo or Seattle—is simply
la palabra (a verbal agreement, also commonly known as
the gendered expression “a man’s word”).
In his groundbreaking work on the cultural workings of
Mexican/Chicano rotating credit associations, anthropologist Carlos Velez-Ibañez defined confianza as the
“willingness to engage in generalized reciprocity.” Were
it not for a tacit code of cooperation and interdependence embedded in the transactions that take place at
the produce centers along the border, Prescott reminds
us, most ingredients found in a basic dinner salad would
have a hard time finding their way to the plates of
U.S. consumers.
“For any fruit,” Prescott explains, “what happens six
hours after harvesting is critical—how long a melon will
stay in what spaces at what temperatures can make all
the difference between overripe honey dew or one that
you can sell to Safeway.”

While USDA and customs inspections and regulations
can, in effect, make the process feel cumbersome at
times, Prescott explains that this is the least of broker’s
worries. “It is mostly paperwork and there is lots of selfpolicing by the industry itself,” he tells us. The more
onerous “border gauntlet” has to do with the system of
capital and finance that undergirds most of this industry.
In the thicket of up-to-the-last-minute phone transactions, confianza makes all the difference because sales
are always at least 30-day accounts receivable.

On the demand side of the operation, selling produce is
ultimately where all the power and vulnerabilities come
to either happy or dramatic resolutions. If Prescott were
unable to secure buyers (often on the fly) for the five to
ten semis, loaded each day with 40,000 pounds of melon
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Guys like Prescott and his father Brian (who started in
the business after a stint in the Peace Corps) must have
enough credit or cash on hand, as well as the confidence
of the grower who consigns the produce, to be able to
sell millions of pounds of produce every year on the
trust that payments will materialize. Most of the time,
there’s only a verbal agreement to deliver this much to
this location—payment always deferred. Since buyers
are often the ones responsible for transport, they often
try to consolidate as many purchases on their semi as
they can; sometimes this means that a trucker who picks
up half a semi of melons at Prescott’s operation will end

I cannot help but notice the double irony present in this
kind of scenario. On the one hand, these habits of daily
life, customs and rituals of exchange evoke elements of
a gift economy—one in which reciprocity of cultural
know-how attaches logically to trade relations based on
trust, need and fairness. And yet, the border food commodity trading centers epitomize precisely the trajectory of advanced capitalist developments where
inequalities, constraints, prejudices, fears and greed
must be constantly managed lest the whole apparatus
that guarantees cheap food for an affluent society comes
crumbling down.
At the same time, it is also ironic that the strident discourses about border politics and economic relations
with Mexico often hide these human dimensions. They
pretend, instead, that our relationships across the borderlands foodshed are only economic or only emotional.
The key to understanding trans-border relations and
food interdependence in a more practical and productive way may have something to do with understanding
the basic lessons of human decency. Carlos Velez Ibanez
has claimed that in the end, the best lessons we can
learn from this border corridor were taught to us by a
suite of players: “farmers, artisans and wage workers in
small-scale, intensive agrarian systems of subsistence
and exchange, and traders, mule drivers, and packers in
commerce in a harsh and unforgiving land.” Their persistent back-and-forth, resiliency and inventiveness have
left us nourished along the sides of the long road we now
call “the food chain linking us across all borders.”

The risk of decaying fruit on a truck, with
money payable a month later and only upon
satisfaction of the buyer’s expectations, can
make anyone anxious.
up making several other stops between Nogales and his
final destination to sell more melons or a different fruit
variety. On the road from Ensenada or Los Mochis
through Nogales to Chicago, however, many a thing can
go wrong along the way. The risk of decaying fruit on a
truck, with money payable a month later and only upon
satisfaction of the buyer’s expectations, can make
anyone anxious. It behooves us all to know this: The
industry that put that fleshy red bell pepper in our
salad yesterday is a nervous system, and contrary to
popular perceptions, salmonella is one of the easiest
manageable risks.

Holding Pattern
Hauling food across NAFTAlandia: Food superhighway with no exit ramp | Photo Caleb Weaver

By Megan Kimble

“Do you ever eat the melons?” I ask Prescott Vandervoet,

northern Mexico—hundreds of thousands of them—ever
becomes just one melon in one person’s fridge on the U.S.
side of the border.

a produce broker who imports melons grown in Mexico
to a warehouse in Nogales, Arizona. For the last few
hours we’ve been walking through this warehouse,
among the brown cardboard canyons of seven-foot produce stacks, talking melons, squash and grapes. I’m having a hard time imagining how this mass of melons from

Robert Alvarez is a researcher who has studied fresh produce trade and trucking practices. He has argued that it
is precisely this high level of risk and competition in
which “success or failure often [pivot] on the unexpected or the unknown” that has made “investing in and developing relationships with others in the trade” essential
for the industry’s functioning. His research and personal
experience in the trucking business revealed that confianza is as tangible and overt as a commodity itself. In his
wonderful book Mangos, Chiles, and Truckers: The
Business of Transnationalism, Alvarez put his finger on
the pulse of what makes these journeys work: “…the high
risks entailed in produce markets favor affiliations that
go beyond purely economic transactions and in which
entrepreneurs invest in personal relationships such as
those marked by trust.”

It’s 35 degrees inside these warehouses and my hands
are so cold that I can barely write on my notepad. The
frigid environment smells more like cardboard than
fruit, but still: This is the source of the produce I smell
and squeeze as I wander with my cart around Safeway. I
want to try a melon fresh off the semi-truck. I wonder if
it’s even allowed, cracking into these pallets to pull out
a single piece of fruit. A small sign posted on a steel wall
at the Sigma Sales warehouse declares: “No Smoking, No
Food in Warehouse or Cold Rooms.”

Sandias y melones listos para comer: Fruits of the shoulder season | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan

When I ask Prescott for a taste, he nods, unperturbed.
“The big companies usually just hire someone for quality
control, but I come out here everyday and cut into a
melon.” He walks over to the nearest stack of boxes, extending a foot over his head, and hoists one down. He
pulls out a smooth melon with mint-green skin. “Orange
flesh,” he says, and walks over to a wide, steel table
pushed against the warehouse wall. He grabs a sleek
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knife, slices the melon in half, draws a half-moon shape
in the flesh and stabs out a cross section of juicy fruit. He
looks at it for a moment and then pops it in his mouth.

function more like a membrane than a wall—the
Mariposa port of entry in Nogales is still, for now, the
Ellis Island of Mexican produce.

This melon has been sitting in a box in a stack of pallets
in the warehouse for over a week, waiting for a buyer.
Despite everything that Prescott and his colleagues do
to keep melons moving when they are fresh and nutritious, many factors slow that movement to a halt. The
orange flesh is perfectly ripe now. By the time it reaches
the supermarket for which it’s destined, it might be too

Prescott and Brian work with melons. They buy cantaloupe, honeydew, watermelon and a new melon variety
called Orange Flesh from three growers in Caborca,
Sonora. Depending on the season, they may also work
with another grower or two in Hermosillo. Every day
between October and February, the Vandervoets are
moving—receiving and shipping—19,000 boxes of mel-

Fresh produce waiting to immigrate: Mariposa Border Crossing, Ambos Nogales
Photo Caleb Weaver

up in order to take a second look at the melons or the
trucks that carry them.

Prescott and Brian and wait to hire the migrating field
crews who are capable of harvesting 1,000 acres of food
in a week. Prescott and Brian watch, they wait and then
they hire. Beginning at sunrise, pickers stoop over lowlying vines of thick green leaves and sling melons into
burlap bags until noon, when the bulging sacks are
thrown into trailers. From noon until eight o’clock at
night, the conveyer belts whir under the corrugated, tin
roof of the open-air packing shed and 50 hands wash,
sort and size melons into boxes. In the nine o’clock darkness, each semi truck is loaded with 1,500 boxes of melons. By three or four in the morning, a truck driver
arrives just shy of the Mariposa border crossing, and
pulls over to sleep for a few hours before the border
opens at 10. If the driver gets in at the front of the line,
they’re able to cross the border in an hour and the
melons are stacked in the Vandervoet warehouse in another hour.

Once the melons have officially immigrated, they arrive,
finally, to the Vandervoet warehouse. A beeping semi
truck backs up to the open door. The warehouse foreman

By three or four in the morning, a truck
driver arrives just shy of the Mariposa
border crossing, and pulls over to sleep for a
few hours before the border opens at 10.
slides open the cargo hold and the manager zooms over
standing on a forklift. He doesn’t pause as he approaches
the cargo hold. He accelerates forward, scoops up a stack
of eight pallets and neatly spins into reverse. A quick
twist of the wheel and the forklift is in drive again, depositing a stack of melons in a line in one of four storerooms. There, in the safety of 35 degrees, they wait for
five minutes or five days.

But produce does not always travel according to plan:
Workers pick melons, box and load them onto trucks and
from there, it’s all movement and reaction. Semi trucks
laden with 40,000 pounds of produce rock along on rutted roads through Mexico—most aren’t paved—and they
break down. Melons from Hermosillo might hit an eightkilometer line at the military checkpoint at Querobabi
and suffer an eight-hour delay inching forward, so that
each cargo hold is given a careful or perfunctory inspection. This uncertainty is just part of the game, part of
what Brian and Prescott must gamble upon as they communicate with those who will buy the melons once they
cross the border.

ripe to sell to a consumer. Some melons are made available to local outlets if someone can come and get them
in time. If the Community Food Bank of Southern Arizona
has an available truck to pick the boxes up, they’ll go
there for free. If not, these stacks of melons—hundreds
of boxes; thousands of melons—will go to the dump.

ons. Warehouse space is tight, so whatever comes in had
better displace something moving out.
If all goes according to plan, and if Brian and Prescott’s
hard work pays off, a melon picked at sunrise on Tuesday
in Hermosillo is on sale in a Tucson supermarket on
Thursday afternoon.

Prescott Vandervoet works with his father, Brian
Vandervoet. Together they run Vandervoet & Associates,
a produce distributor and broker based in Nogales,
Arizona. In the winter, 70 percent of produce on American
supermarket shelves comes from Mexico and most of
that produce gets channeled through Nogales—the biggest inland produce port in the world. Although McAllen,
Texas is seducing an increasing number of semis—with
easier access to the eastern seaboard and a state legislature that understands that a country’s border should

The story of these melons begins in an irrigated field in
the deserts of Northern Mexico. The endless mat of thick
green vines, tangled and covered with lush leaves, is
startlingly bright against the arid desert background.
Receding rows of thick foliage hide the ripening melons
below, flourishing in the “hot, dry, lonely, sandy soils,”
says Prescott.
An agronomist walks the fields and inspects the melons,
measuring the sugar content and diameter of the ripening fruits. The growers watch the weather, report to
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The Vandervoets are experts at selecting and importing
melons. But a purchaser doesn’t just want melons: They
want the fixings for a fruit salad, the variety of a produce
section. So, often retailers will turn to brokers—the middle-men in a land of middle-men—who buy produce from
distributors in Nogales, like the Vandervoets, and consolidate it in another warehouse, for the produce needs of a
specific customer like Sodexo or Safeway.

Trucks arrive at the Mariposa checkpoint on the Nogales
border crossing and are stymied by a whirlwind of paperwork: a contract from a custom
A slice of life: Ripe melons on the butcher block in the Vandervoet warehouse | Photo Megan Kimble
house broker in both Mexico and the
U.S., declared load values and weight
surcharges and export-import agreements. All the paperwork must be
perfectly filed and submitted without flaws. On the northern immigration front, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) and the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) might
look at the paperwork; on the other
hand, they might take x-rays or ask
the driver to unload part or all of his
cargo. Even if the USDA and the FDA
wave the truck through, there are
over a dozen other federal agencies
at the border that might hold things
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Shifting gears and nations: Trucks ready to cross the border | Photo Caleb Weaver

commodity’s supply chain stutters, it might be two
weeks before a melon sees a supermarket shelf. That’s 14
days, huddled in 35-degree warehouses and stacked in
the back of semi trucks, hurtling across the country.

Mike Smith, a broker at Sigma Sales, Inc., will buy boxes
of melons from the Vandervoets to combine with Costa
cucumbers and Miss Sonora Squashes, arranging pallets
in a semi truck like a Tetris master to fill an order for a
specific client. If the Vandervoet warehouse is a monoculture of melons, the Sigma Sales warehouse, vastly bigger,
is a cornucopia of colors. While it might look disorganized—boxes of melons saddled next to cucumbers and
squash—the proof of their efficiency is in the
pudding: Mike says they ship 200,000 boxes of produce out
of here every day.

Daylighting the Drivers of Our Food

By Megan Kimble

Over 50 semi-trucks are parked in an expansive parking lot located
just off the 1-19 frontage road. The long cargo holds are lined up,
parallel to one another; the front of the quiet cabs face south toward
the freeway and the Mexican border.
An electronic voice buzzes over the intercom. “Attention shower
Customer Number 35, your shower is now ready. Please proceed to
shower number two. Customer Number 35, please proceed to shower
Number Two.”
At the Pilot Travel Center just north of Nogales, Arizona, $10 buys
you a hot shower, a towel and soap. For $24.99, you can own
RoadPro’s 12-Volt Portable Stove and 3-Pack Pan combo—a kitchen
for the mobile. A dollar ninety-nine buys you a shiny hot dog
spinning on a grill or two glazed-over pastries in a glass display case.
Adjacent to the travel center, middle-aged men stride in and out of
the Wendy’s, holding 24-ounce cardboard cups of coffee and
clenching grease-spotted paper bags. Besides the Pilot Travel Center
and the Wendy’s, there is nothing but parking lot—nothing but a
football-field expanse of cement that ends, abruptly, at a row of
beige desert scrub.
Across the parking lot, my friend and I spot two truckers—both men,
one sitting on the steps of his truck, the other leaning against an
open door. As we approach, the trucks loom larger—the cabs reaching
higher than my six feet, the front grills barred like clenched teeth.

you’re seeing it alone.” He explains that once this trip is over he’ll
spend two days at home with his girlfriend before he is back on the
road again.
While Daryn works for a large trucking company that manages his
schedule and wages, Manuel owns his own truck—a rarity today in a
shipping world dominated by trucking corporations. He makes his
schedule, but takes losses when gas prices rise or big trucking
companies entice loyal brokers away with cheaper fares. “I used to
get paid $3,000 to take a load to Denver,” he says—a 16-hour trip.
“Now it’s $1,300, and I gotta spend $800 on gas.” Manuel has been
trucking since he was 19 (what he calls “forever”) and the lines on
his face serve as testament that he has been in this business well
over 40 years.

Prescott sends me home with a box of the ripe Orange
Flesh melons. I slice a melon open on a pale, wood butcher’s block and the two halves fall apart with a soft thud,
the fruit revealing itself true to its name. White seeds
embedded down the center contrast with the bright orange flesh. I scoop out the seeds, peel away the rind then
slurp the candy-sweet fruit, bending over the counter so
I don’t drip on the floor. Still cool from a 10-day chill in
the warehouse, the smooth flesh tastes like ice cream
melting in my mouth.

Mike sends semi trucks full of produce to retailers who,
at last, may think about the eater and the money consumers will wield for fresh cantaloupe in December.
Though melons move fluidly along the food supply chain,
retail sales are where a melon earns its keep. In the bestcase scenario, when all the moving parts synch like
clockwork, a melon vine-harvested from the Coast of
Hermosillo irrigation district may be sold at a local retailer in Phoenix or Albuquerque in as few as three days.

When I get up the next morning, as coffee drips into the
pot, I slice another melon in half, eager to dice the sweet
orange flesh into a bowl of yogurt. The melon nearly falls
apart. The center star of seeds has gone piggly-wiggly.
Four seeds have swerved from the center into the flesh,
burrowing into the smooth orange like rogue missiles. I
break open the last melon and it too, is beyond edible—
it’s more sugar mush than orange flesh. Despite the
months-long care and concern of the farmer, the quick
work of the harvester and trucker, the worried negotiations by the broker and distributor—despite the careful
connections forged by numerous players across two
countries—the melon has the last word. Not even two
weeks after it left the ground in Mexico, the melon lands,
with a soft exhale, at the top of my garbage bin.

In the worst case, if the melons are bound for Boston or
Bozeman and if the moving parts don’t connect or the

Every day between October and April, 3,000 semi-trailer trucks pass
through Nogales. Most of them move through this Pilot Center,
leaving from or arriving to the Rio Rico warehouse district. In the
winter, 70 percent of produce on American supermarket shelves
comes from Mexico, and most of it arrives by semi truck. Manuel
and Daryn’s trucks are only two in the estimated 5 million semi
trucks that cross the U.S.-Mexico border every year.

We introduce ourselves—unsure if English or Spanish carries currency
here—and explain that we’re studying produce flows from Mexico to
the U.S. and want to chat about what they do.

After produce crosses the border into the U.S., it is trucked to
refrigerated warehouses where it is sorted, sold and loaded onto
another road of semi trucks that will carry it to retailers and
distribution centers.

“Do you drive these trucks?” Laurel asks, gesturing to the two cargo
holds that enclose us in a valley of shade. “What do you guys carry?”
Manuel, a Mexican-born sort-of resident of Denver, drives Mexican
produce north from Nogales to Colorado. Daryn is from Canada and
drives anything he’s told to drive—right now he’s waiting for a
furniture order before he heads back north.

Truckers like Manuel and Daryn are the agents behind that movement, the drivers that maneuver 40,000-pound cargos of melons or
tomatoes or zucchini north to U.S. cities.

They’ve both been parked at the Pilot Station, waiting for their loads
to arrive, for the past five days. Five days of $10 showers, stranded
by their semis in a sea of concrete.

But in the meantime, while they wait for fresh produce to cross the
border, they wait in the cement expanse of the Pilot Travel Center
parking lot, paying $10 for showers and eating meals pulled from
crumpled Wendy’s bags.

“What do you guys eat?”
“Wendy’s,” says Daryn. “Every day we sit here waiting, we spend $20
on a few burgers and maybe a beer at the end of the day.” He shrugs.
“Never marry a trucker. Sure, it’s a great way to see the country, but

The Big Chill: At the Sigma Sales warehouse, produce on pallets before
loading | Photo Megan Kimble
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Roadside Stands WITH NO
ADDRESS: Culinary BRIDGES ACROSS

THE BORDER

another way, roughly one in every five dollars spent by
Arizona visitors from Mexico goes toward food and beverages. Because 23,400 Arizona jobs directly engage in
product sales to Mexican visitors, at least 4,000 jobs in
the Arizona economy are maintained by providing food
to these border visitors. It is likely that the number of
jobs in Sonora maintained by selling foods to American
visitors to Mexico is many times higher.

green corn tamales, hawthorn strings, carne machaca,
queso asadero and baked agave may be more seasonal,
but as prized, if not more so.
These are the foods our grandmothers fed us; these are
the foods woven into the oldest stories about what is
good to grow and good to eat.
In Arizona, I have spotted some nomadic roadside stand
vendors nuzzled into vacant lots next to food wagons,
such as nationally-celebrated El Manantial taco truck
and Sonoran hot dog cart at 36th and Park Avenue in
South Tucson. Others set up in the swap meets, flea markets and tianguis that Mexican-American families frequent on weekends. All of these inexpensive and
informal food outlets are under increasing regulatory
scrutiny in Arizona. However, in Sonora, such regulations appear more relaxed, enforced only if there is an
incident of reported unsanitary food. Whatever the regulatory system, policy-makers and enforcers may need to
acknowledge that these foods both feed and employ
some of the poorest of the poor in the borderlands—

Statistics, however, tell little of the true importance of
these heritage foods and how they integrate our border
food economy and culture. The foods I have inventoried
in Sonora’s roadside stands have nostalgic value for
some of the buyers, nutritional health value for others
and speak to articulate a “Norteño” identity, perhaps like
no other material cultural element apart from music.
These heritage items include wild foods and medicines
such as acorns, agaves, chiltepins, wareke, pitahayas and
tunas, foraged by the poor in this region for millennia.
Other items harvested from gardens, orchards and fields
include garlics, habaneros and long red chiles, peanuts,

Low-brow heritage foods: Storables at roadside stand, Sonora | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan

These heritage items include wild foods and medicines such as acorns, agaves, chiltepins,

By Gary Paul Nabhan

wareke, pitahayas and tunas, foraged by the poor in this region for millennia.

Whenever I drive down any major highway in Sonora,

cote. They are culinary and cultural bridges between
the nations of North America, because they remind us of
our common heritage and our historic connections to
the land.

Mexico, I pull over when I see colorful roadside fruit
stands and animated vendors hawking foods. While
there are some foods I can’t find in Mexican grocery
chains, I know that I might have some luck securing
them at roadside stands on either side of the border.
Unlike the place-based heritage foods that are typically
marketed in Arizona’s higher-end tourist shops, restaurants and natural food markets, the foods found along
roadsides in Sonora and Southern Arizona’s barrios have
a more “populist flavor.” They form part of an informal
food economy that hardly appears in USDA or INEGI statistics, and yet they are vital to delivering healthy, culturally-appropriate foods into the hands of poor and
transient populations.

I have noticed that many of these foods are sold just
south of the U.S.-Mexico border, where vendors hope to
attract the 25 to 30 million people who typically move
northward to cross the Arizona-Sonora line each year.
This number may include Mexican citizens visiting their
relatives in the United States, as well as some of the four
to five million American tourists returning from vacations in Mexico. Of course, many of the “American” tourists are of Mexican origin or descent, and no doubt long
for the “comfort foods” of their childhood. Nearly 10 percent of Arizona’s current population is comprised of
Mexican immigrants to the U.S., and many of them “stock
up” on items inaccessible to them in the U.S. during their
return trips to their homelands.

What I love about these heritage foods is that they are
seasonally hand-harvested and minimally processed, so
as to retain the freshest of flavors. They may be either
wild or agricultural products, prepared or packaged at
home and sold by lower-to-middle class participants in
the border economy. They carry colorful names like coyotas, tamales de elote, bellotas, guacabaqui, tortillas sobaqueras, carne del campo, camarones de Guaymas,
queso Menonita, cajeta and ates de membrillo and tejo-

On the flip side, when Mexican citizens visit Arizona
they also purchase foods, though not many of those can
be classified as “heritage foods.” An estimated 11.4 percent of all purchases by Arizona travelers of Mexican
citizenship consist of groceries, and another 9 percent
involves food and drink in restaurants. To put this
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where unemployment rates are much higher than the
averages in either of the adjacent nations.

pecans, prickly pear pads, quinces, sugar cane and
squashes. Cans and jars filled with honey, apricots,
peaches, fig jelly, caramelized goat milk and bee pollen
are sold at these roadside stands. Prepared foods such as

The decline in tourists and vacationing Arizona-Sonora
border crossers is undoubtedly hurting roadside food
vendors and other micro-enterprises in many ways. The
number of Americans who
visit Northern Mexico has declined as much as 15 percent
since 2009. Border town foot
and car traffic by Mexican
shoppers is also down. These
declines inevitably make it difficult for vendors at roadside
food stands to make a decent
living. This reality also affects
other border residents as well,
for these foods feed our
collective identity, our souls
and our connections to culture
and place.

Going for the cheese with the nightshade berries: Roadside stand, Tacicuri Sonora | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan
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Coal Mine for Climate Change?

By 2010, the price in Arizona retail outlets had climbed
as high as $10-15 per ounce, which put dried, packaged
chiltepins in the hands of consumers for $160 to $240 a
pound. We wondered whether American consumers
would pay nearly as much for chiltepins as they did for
saffron threads—the most expensive spice in the
world—but we had no way to predict the impacts of the
February 2010 regional freeze and its subsequent effects
on wild chile plant survival. According to Francisco
Alfonso Lopez Robles of San Jose de Baviacora, in the
months following this catastrophic freeze, 90 percent of
the wild chile plants he observed were killed back to the
ground. Many of them later resprouted from their root
crowns, but most wild populations in Sonora produced
virtually no chiltepins in the fall of 2010.

Bringing the wild into cultivation: Francisco Lopez Robles, Sonora’s chiltepin innovator | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan

By December 2011, the wholesale chiltepin shippers in
Hermosillo who purchase the consolidated harvests
were paying a record 1300 pesos a kilo to prepare them
for cross-border commerce. We anticipate that by summer of 2012, dried, red chiltepins will sell in the U.S. for
$20.00 an ounce or an unprecedented $320 a pound. Since
January of 2012, retailers from Hermosillo to Phoenix
have been informed that there are no more wild-harvested chiltepins to be had, and only a few growers have
cultivated harvests to sell.

Chiltepines in the Border
Food Economy: Canary in the

By Kimberlee Chambers, Eric Perramond, Kraig Kraft & Gary Paul Nabhan

Over our years chasing Sonoran Desert chiles, we have

northward, at least as far as the Gila and Salt River valleys,
and perhaps as far north as the Hopi pueblos.

come to realize that small, wild chiltepins tell a complex
story wherever they adorn a table at Sonoran or Arizonan
restaurants. It is a web of stories, really, and they are
entaangled with the dynamics of binational economies
as well as weather shifts. For over 34 years combined, we
have recorded the harvests and retail prices of this wild
spice, creating the longest running study of the economic, social and ecological impacts of any wild food harvested in the borderlands.

In historic times, chiltepins were regarded as a signature
food of the Norteño culture, just as much as Tabasco peppers are identified with Cajun culture, or habaneros with
Yucatecan culinary traditions. Mexican-Americans who
grew up with them at their grandmother’s table in
Sonora still value them far more than other, more
readily available chiles. But just as Sonoran Desert farmers have been impacted by climate change, the Sonoran
harvesters of chiltepins have also been impacted by climatic instability.

For hundreds of years, wild chiles known as chiltepins
have been objects of cross-cultural and international
trade in the Sonoran Desert. While domesticated chiles
did not arrive in the borderlands region until around
1350 AD, foragers have long harvested the fiery red fruits
of perennial chiltepin plants. Seasonally, people ventured into shady canyons and up mountain slopes across
the arid landscapes that are now known as Sonora,
Chihuahua, Baja California Sur and Southern Arizona, first
to harvest the green chiltepin and later, the mature red
ones. The dried, wild chiles were prehistorically traded

When Gary began work on chiltepin ethnobotany in
1978, the fruits seemed abundant in the zona serrana;
they retailed in Arizona grocery stores for $2.00 an ounce
or $36 dollars a pound. Decades later, in 2003, Eric found
that Mexican-Americans in the U.S. were willing to pay
as much as $63 to $90 a pound for dried, red, packaged
chiltepins. But the retail price still varied tremendously
year to year, depending on drought and demand. In 2007,
Kraig found them in Arizona, going for $50 a pound.
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yields, it took them far more time to harvest this quantity; thus, their in-the-field expenses increased as they
purchased additional food supplies for camps and payments to the landowners whose property they harvested
from. It also meant that they spent more time away from
their families.
If we review the trends of the last quarter century carefully, we notice two things: First, harvesters and consumers are the two most vulnerable players in this food
supply chain. Second, climate stress in wild habitats has
created opportunities for those who have chiltepin cultivating know-how. On the other hand, the local consolidators, wholesale shippers, border brokers and packagers
or retailers in the U.S. shoulder some rising costs and
certainly considerable risks when the supply varies too
widely, but they essentially pass on their costs to the
next link in the supply chain.
The double-squeeze of catastrophic freezes and pervasive droughts has created an economic opportunity for
Sonorans like Francisco Alonso Lopez of San Jose de
Babiacora, Sonora, who sold virtually all of his cultivated
chiltepin harvest into U.S. markets within two months
of harvesting and drying them. However, the same conditions may precipitate the demise of wild-harvested varieties of chiltepines in this region of northern Mexico, for
the day laborers who formerly brought in most of the
harvest must travel farther and search longer to harvest
the same amount of wild chiles from the sierras.

We wondered how these retail price fluctuations impacted the harvesters of the wild chiltepin. When Eric assessed the political ecology of chiltepin harvests in
central Sonora in 1995, he found that occasional scarcity
had forced a rise in the prices that wild foragers received
for their harvests to about 140 pesos per kilo, still only
earning harvesters the equivalent of about $720 annually. In 1996, the harvester’s price had risen to 160 pesos
per kilo. By 2003 the price had risen again to 320 pesos
per kilo, or $14.50 a pound. Late in 2008, buyers paid up
to 800 pesos per kilo.

We may be at a pivotal point in chiltepin history, where
the domestication of the northwestern-most populations
of wild chiles parallels a similar event that occurred in
the south-central reaches of the Sierra Madre Oriental
some 5,800 years ago. Only time will tell whether cultivated chiltepins will fully take the place of their wild
relatives in shaping the Sonoran identity.
Wild chiles spell dollars in drought years: Mazocahui Sonora wild food vendor

When Kimberlee spent the fall 2009 in the Rio Sonora
Valley, the drought and lack of required freezing days
had shifted both the price and location of commercial
chiltepin harvesting. In interviews, harvesters emphasized that they had to travel to higher elevations in the
surrounding mountains and different aspects to find
significant populations of chiltepins to harvest commercially. The forager’s return from the local consolidators
had risen to 480-560 pesos per kilo, even though they
were just 210 to 320 pesos per kilo the year before.

Photo Gary Paul Nabhan

After the 2010 freeze when foragers offered their meager
harvests to local consolidators, they were amazed by
their compensation: 1050 pesos for each kilo. However,
given the reduced density of plants with harvestable
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While thousands of passion-fueled small
businesses fail every year, recent reports
suggest that local food micro-enterprises are

Chiltepin Salsa
Made In Tucson

helping to jumpstart the economic recovery of
many communities in the border states.

By Maribel Alvarez

C

their new company—and their salsa—Chilttepica. In
Spanish, “pica” literally means, “to itch.” The expression
is used to describe the taste of something very spicy. By
the end of January they had designed their own logo and
detailed, with precision, the look and focus of their new
fledging company.

atastrophic diseases and droughts in northern Mexico
reduced the availability of wild chiles in the marketplace (see previous page), and foragers and retailers
south of the border felt their effects. But for hot-pepper
lovers north of the line, this scarcity also brought along
a spike in rumors concerning who had amassed the most
reliable supply of chiltepin—the wild, fiery variety of
chile pepper native to the borderlands.

Entering the salsa market takes a lot of gumption: The
Southwest market is flooded with more variations on
the salsa theme than there are views of Mt. Fuji. It tends
to be dominated by some large brand names.

“Word on the street is that there’s a man in Phoenix who
bought a whole pallet of chiltepin for $80,000,” explains
Huemac Badilla, the thirty-something half of an enterprising duo. Huemac and his wife Gloria market their
own brand of Sonoran chiltepin salsa in Tucson, Arizona.
“I’m not sure if it is true,” he says pursing his lips in a
gesture of disbelief, “but that rumor is just a taste of how
intense things got with the shortage of chiltepin
last year.”

“Le estamos metiendo fe, energía, sueños y dinero,” they
tell me as we gather one Friday evening at the commercial kitchen at Mercado San Agustín in Tucson’s Menlo
Park neighborhood. They are pouring all of their faith,
energy, dreams and money into this salsa. Code-ready
commercial kitchens for rent, such as this one, are vital
links in allowing a variety of ethnic food producers and
small businesses to try their hand at new, alternative,
independent food ventures.

Huemac and Gloria woke up on New Year’s Day in 2011
with a new resolution: to start manufacturing and selling their own homemade recipe for Mexican salsa. Their
niche? They would use an authentic Sonoran salsa recipe
with a unique ingredient, the chiltepin. It is the iconic
chile of the Sonoran borderlands, although a similar variety known as chile pequin or piquin comes out of the
Chihuahuan Desert to the east. They decided to name

Hailing from Sonora, Huemac grew up eating chiltepin.
“My Dad would crumble eight to ten chiltepines over his
scrambled eggs!” he told me. Since chiltepines rank high
on the scale of chile peppers’ heat index, we all laugh
and roll our eyes imagining the kind of fiery mouthfuls
his father endured.
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For these two creative, cultural entrepreneurs, the
dream of a “negocio propio” has been a long time in the
making. Gloria came to the U.S. in 1980 from Los Mochis,
when her father lost his job during the big “crisis” that
hit Mexico at the start of that decade. The idea of migrating to the U.S. was somewhat of a natural one, she told
me; she had spent her whole life coming back and forth
across the border to visit family in Phoenix and Tucson.

For Gloria, who grew up in Sinaloa, the discovery of chiltepin came a bit later, when she came to live in Tucson
and found that Sonoran food traditions were very much
alive on this side of the border.

A chiltepin in the hand is worth two in the bush: Hot food in its natural habitat | Photo Bill Steen

practices alongside a real sincere love for culture and
community. Their greatest asset at this point—they are
quick to remind me when I get a bit lofty with my praises—is their ability to learn at every step of the way. Just
last month they were able to finally obtain a barcode for
their product, something that will be crucial in their negotiations with larger stores. They also used University
of Arizona expertise to provide a nutritional analysis of
the salsa and they plan on adding that information to
the label.

When they chose their business idea, Huemac and Gloria
followed the advice offered by big time entrepreneurs
and marketing gurus: Do what you know best and pour
your passion into it. “Any time that someone in our families had a party—a backyard barbeque to grill meat as it
is common in this area—they always asked Huemac to
bring the salsa. He developed a reputation for making
the best salsa, and we always kept thinking in the
back of our minds whether there was a business opportunity there.”

Huemac arrived in Tucson from Caborca, Sonora at age
18. Migrating was something that he thought about al-

While thousands of passion-fueled small businesses fail
every year, recent reports suggest that local food microenterprises are helping to jumpstart the economic recovery of many communities in the border states. Three
major incentives keep these entrepreneurs motivated:
the prospect of controlling their own labor, the fact that
each person can be his or her own boss and the chance
of “making it.”
Gloria works as a bookkeeper during the same hours that
Huemac works the floor plant at a large, local beer distributor. Before her current job, Gloria worked for 15
years in the business office at the Food Bank. Together
for 18 years, without children, they always dreamed of
owning their own business. They are both keeping their
full time jobs for now; Chilttepica is at the moment a
“labor of love” that they work on in the evenings and
weekends. Their success to date, however, cannot be discounted. People like the taste of the salsa, they tell me.
The chiltepin adds a unique, naturally smoky and earthy
flavor that people enjoy and that makes their salsa stand
out from those currently on the market.

Making his own: Huemac Badilla prepares his brand of chiltepin salsa fresca,
Chilttepica | Photo Maribel Alvarez

most like a rite of passage—something that, in many
ways, was expected of him. Because he was born in Ajo,
Arizona and could migrate legally as a U.S. citizen, family

Listening to Huemac and Gloria one cannot help but be
impressed by their grounding in savvy business
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members always assumed that one day he would exercise the option to do so.

As I watch him carefully add the chiltepines with a small
measuring spoon to each batch, I asked Huemac how
many chiltepins exactly mark the difference between
the “mild” and “hot” varieties of Chilttepica. “Hot is always double,” he says. “But the good thing about making
salsa with chiltepin,” he adds, “is that this chile always
maintains the same level of heat, unlike jalapeños which
you never know how hot they will be until you bite
into them.”

As we have noted in the previous essay, the harvests of
chiltepin and other fruits have been unreliable in recent
years. The Badillas buy chiltepin anywhere they can,
year round: from the local Food City supermarkets when
it is in stock, or from Sonoran roadside stands if they
happen to find any while traveling. They always keep a
reserve on hand. In the end, a family connection has
been the most reliable source. Huemac has an uncle in
Bacadéhuachi, a town in the sierras of northeastern
Sonora, who, in a good year, harvests around a thousand
liters of chiltepin. Last year, the uncle started setting
aside a batch of the hand-picked chiles for his nephew
across the border.

Business has been good for the Badillas so far, but it is
pertinent to remember that their business plan smartly
anticipated a steep climb; therefore they didn’t go into
debt to launch the business. At the moment, only five
local grocery stores have agreed to carry Chilttepica; the
majority of their sales are made directly to new customers who come in for a taste at demos and outdoor markets. The large grocery chains, even locally-owned ones,
Gloria explains, are hard to break into; many of these
stores are also manufacturing “salsas frescas” in their
own kitchens as part of new marketing strategies for
on-site eating and fresh baking and cooking.

Huemac and Gloria rent the Mercado kitchen every
Friday night for about four hours. They mix ingredients,
pack the salsa into plastic containers, seal the recipients,
attach labels and prepare the amount of salsa they figure
they can sell at demonstrations and farmers’ markets
during the week. In addition, they prepare a few regular
orders that are slowly coming in from area grocery
stores. Even though they have standardized the quantities of each ingredient to achieve consistent results in
their product, a certain playful deference is granted
to Huemac as the owner of the original recipe in
Chilttepica salsa. He is charged with the actual mixing
of the salsa ingredients while Gloria takes charge of
packing and labeling.

“If Food City would let us sell at their stores, I would quit
my job tomorrow and focus only on growing this business,” Gloria tells me excitedly.
“We promote ourselves as makers of artisanal salsa,” she
says. “People appreciate the fact that it is made locally;
our strategy is to develop trust among a core base of customers, ‘poco a poco’ (little by little) and face to face,
but when we are out there at the farmers’ markets, we
can feel the energy, the fact that people are looking for
other options to the same old thing they buy in a jar at
the supermarkets.”

“There is no secret ingredient,” Huemac tells me. “It’s
pretty much the same recipe that people follow all over
Sonora. My salsa consists of whole, peeled tomatoes, cilantro, chiltepin, oregano, black pepper and garlic powder. There are some slight variations: At home when I
was growing up, for example, we never added cilantro.
Back then, we also cooked the salsa over slow heat;
Chilttepica is not cooked, it is a ‘salsa fresca.’”

Before they send me home with samples of the delicious
chiltepin salsa, small bags of corn tortilla chips and an
apron emblazoned with the Chilttepica logo, Huemac
and Gloria confess that they spend every waking minute
dreaming up plans for their fledging, tiny company. One
of their most intriguing ideas is developing a line of
chiltepin and tomato juice mix for Bloody Marys; a concoction they would like to call Chilttemix.
Their enthusiasm is contagious; I walk away believing in
their vision and scratching my head about how our
Sabores Sin Fronteras/Flavors without Borders alliance
could be helpful to people like them who envision this
region as a repository of great cultural assets and traditional knowledge and are doing something to make that
vision matter. As I wave goodbye, Huemac shrugs his
shoulders, smiles and says: “Soñar no cuesta nada.” There
is no charge for dreaming.

Dream team of local salsa: Gloria Badilla, the other half of the micro enterprise
Photo Maribel Alvarez
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Mescal makes a come back: Agave terraces, Trincheras Sonora | Photo Bill Steen

Seeding the Borderlands
with a Permaculture Ethic
By Kelly Watters

José and I walked through DouglaPrieta Trabajan’s (DPT)

doing outreach in Agua Prieta for missionary churches,
but had grown disillusioned with the dependencies that
church-led charities sometimes perpetuate. Jose’s frustrations were all too familiar to me, having personally
experienced the cultural norms of convenience and expectation that come—whether one wishes them to or
not—with charity and food relief organizations. As a
long term employee of the Community Food Bank of
Southern Arizona, my struggle, much like José’s, was to
enable choices for individuals who currently live in environments where “beggars can’t be choosers.”

third-acre lot in Colonia Ladrillera, Agua Prieta, Sonora.
From under his floppy Native Seeds/SEARCH cap, Jose’s
arresting green eyes looked resolutely into mine as he
described his vision for a garden demonstration site:
“Bueno, lo que queremos hacer con el jardín es mostrar a
la comunidad autosuficiencia…” Jose explained that he
wanted this garden to demonstrate self-sufficiency
so that his neighbors could survive and thrive in cooperation (and not in competition) with each other. DPT’s
current plan is to use the parcel as an outdoor permaculture classroom to teach local youth how to reduce their
cost of living and eat healthier diets and, at the same
time, improve the food-producing resources in
the neighborhood.

DouglaPrieta Trabajan was created in 2006 out of
Marybeth and José’s shared vision: a community effort
that might ultimately make migration (in the hopes of
getting a job in the U.S.) one of several options, rather
than an assumption or foregone conclusion for many
Mexican families.

As we talked, we paused to chase out a cow, which, thanks
to some mischievous kids, had knocked a fence down
and was foraging on chuales and other greens growing
along a few berms.

The parent non-profit, DouglaPrieta Works, sent José to
California for permaculture training. At this time, DPT
was a small, forward-thinking organization with a sewing group and a woodworking shop. The organizational
aim was to generate income for the poor by enabling
people to produce items attractive to consumers on both
sides of the border. Six years later, the organization has
evolved and created more innovative ways to promote

I wondered just how it was that José came to be a permaculture leader in this unlikely place. José told me that in
2004, he had befriended Marybeth Webster, a 75-year-old
Quaker border activist, who had moved to the border to
help migrants. Previously, he had spent many years
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Sonora. The soil is poor. Communal action has almost
been non-existent with its often-temporary residents
living so close to “the edge.”

self-sufficiency. Today, the sewing group still exists and
thrives, and other activities are constantly emerging.
One present challenge is to balance the small business
approach of the sewing group with the burgeoning community-based focus to teach children and youth about
both permaculture and its cooperative philosophy, by
growing healthy food.

José is originally from Michoacán, and like countless
Mexicans throughout the region, he migrated to the border. He was raised in an agroindustrial zone in San
Ignacio, Sinaloa, where his father still lives and farms.
He is gentle and humble, yet fiercely passionate and a
visionary man.

They are stuck in this thin desert soil like a

Agua-Prieta-Douglas corridor. As a result, Agua Prieta
grew exponentially, with its barrios filling up with diverse transplants from many Mexican states. More recently, marijuana growers in the Western Sierra Madre
have displaced many Tarahumara families, some of
whom have also ended up in Agua Prieta. Today, Agua
Prieta is a jumble of recently uprooted people. Most of

imagined what we could do collectively in the region in
the future. This initiative is called Somos La Semilla (We
Are the Seed). Our group broke off into working groups
including community food education promoters, economic developers and advocates for community kitchens. Over the course of those days in Dragoon, people
who once felt isolated came to know many others involved in similar or complementary work. Stemming
from this common ground, we determined that we
would form a network of local efforts that would lead
others in the region by example. This is the kind of network that can offer a safety net of support to DouglaPrieta
and other grassroots efforts.

Agua Prieta began as a rail stop and border crossing
point for cattle in the 1890s. Over much of the 20th century, copper mining on both sides of the border dominated its relationship with its sister city of Douglas,
until a Mexican smelter was forced to shut it down due
to negative effects on human and environmental health.
After that, it became a relatively tranquil border town
tourist destination. Since the passage of NAFTA in 1994, a
maquiladora boom created so many jobs that it encouraged more internal migration to the border region.

prickly pear that must find ways to adapt,
take root and grow new pads.
As someone who enjoys laying groundwork in community food projects while simultaneously challenging the
status quo, I immediately related to José and his ambitions. At the same time, the pessimist in me thought,
“How on earth is this project going to work here?” Colonia
Ladrillera, the brickmakers’ colony, is a dusty, impoverished neighborhood on the south edge of Agua Prieta,

About the same time, border security programs
like Operation Hold the Line (at the Ciudad Juarez-El
Paso crossing) and Operation Gatekeeper (at TijuanaSan Diego) funneled border crossers through the

Curiously, it was the principles of permaculture that Jose
loves so much, that laid our shared conceptual ground:
Like him, we wanted to transform land use and food systems and our lives and communities. To do this, we realized that we had to cultivate a culture that reduces
stress on communities and builds more productive and
sustainable resource bases. We found reciprocity and
mutual aid at the center of this new ethic, and what’s
more, we wanted the ethic to thrive among groups on
both sides of the border. We believed that making connections across boundaries—like gender, age, class, ethnicity, rural and urban spaces—would enhance Somos la
Semilla’s strength and potential, just as it has begun to
change Agua Prieta’s destiny.

Forging cross-border collaborations: Jose, Marybeth and Doug of
DouglaPrieta Trabajan | Photo Rachel Running

them do not share a common identity or history and are
struggling to get by in the poorest colonias or barrios on
the outskirts of the city. Many are native to lush, green,
tropical zones. They are stuck in this thin desert soil like
a prickly pear that must find ways to adapt, take root and
grow new pads.

Today I coordinate this network of great people and projects that together create a patchwork quilt covering
great distance, from Ajo, Arizona to Agua Prieta, Sonora.
The driving force behind this network is people like Jose
and their passion. It makes me think that if social capital
had the same exchange rate as gold, we’d all be rich!

More than anywhere else, José’s heart belongs to the garden, and he wants the DPT site to serve as a model for
other border cities. Seeding Agua Prieta with this way of
thinking and doing is a powerful manifestation of hope
for all of us.

Two years ago, Jose’s group participated in a two-day
gathering hosted by the national grassroots support organization WhyHunger, along with the Community Food
Bank of Southern Arizona’s Community Food Resource
Center and many local organizations. I helped facilitate
this rendezvous in Dragoon, Arizona where we brought
together diverse food and health stakeholders at the
edges of the Chihuahuan and Sonoran deserts. Our ultimate goal was to find ways to eliminate food deserts in
our multicultural region, like those that plague Agua
Prieta and Douglas.
Dooryard garden, permaculture-style: Rancho El Peñasco, Sonora | Photo Bill Steen
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For two days, our group traced the journey of where we
have been, discussed our current challenges and
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made many contributions to the community. But Joe’s
own work has gone beyond that, contributing both to
humans and the land. He has rebuilt the quantity and
fertility of the soil while encouraging the growth of at
least two-dozen species of grass in places that were formerly scoured clean. He can show you 300-yard stretches

Healing the RANGELands

Her name is Valer Austin, and with her husband, Jho
Austin, she has overseen the construction of more than
30,000 loose rock check dams and gabions running across
watercourses located on six ranches in Arizona, Sonora,
Texas and other border states. Beginning around 1988,
the Austins took over El Coronado Ranch in the foothills

He has rebuilt the quantity and fertility of the soil while encouraging the growth of at least
two-dozen species of grass in places that were formerly scoured clean.
of the Chiricahua Mountains, where the range had been
depleted and the creek beds eroded over the course of
many decades. Assembling a crew of master builders of
stonewalls and trinchera-like checkdams, the Austin’s
used rocks on site wrapped and held in place by wire
gabion baskets.

of streams, now running with water for the first time in
decades, and a dozen native grass species providing perennial cover that may outlive all of us.
Around 1998, photographer Jay Dusard took a picture of
Joe Quiroga along with Ruken Jelks II and Ruken Jelks III
in a doorway of the Diamond C Ranch. The photo was
featured in the fine book written by Dan Dagget, Beyond
the Rangeland Conflict: Toward a West that Works. In
the pages of that book, I learned how Tony Burgess, a
famous desert borderlands ecologist, was once brought
to the Diamond C Ranch during an era when environmental scientists and ranchers were largely at odds with
one another. But when Tony looked out over a stretch of
rangelands where Joe Quiroga had increased the grass
cover by 40 percent over the years, he said this:

Cercos vivos: Living fencerow for erosion control, Sonora | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan

In watersheds like the Bedrock drainage where rivulets
once ran only a month a year, the healed watercourses
now run for three years at a time, despite the increasing
frequency of droughts since the late 1990s. In the Turkey
Pen drainage, which seldom ran more than three months
a year in the wettest of years, the stream often flows
year round and perennial pools have formed. Water bugs,
mud turtles, fish and waterfowl have permanently returned to these watersheds. The Austin’s recovery of borderlands watersheds has been so successful that they
have ironically raised the ire of Homeland Security,

“I don’t know what you are doing, but don’t stop.
It’s working.”

By Gary Paul Nabhan & Richard Collins

Around the time that Joe Quiroga turned 60, he began a

When far younger men ask the 75-year-old ranch manager if he had any help moving boulders as big as whiskey barrels into place, he mentions a digging bar and a
“come-along” pulley and ratchet that he hooks to the back
of his pickup. Otherwise, Joe’s two hands, his strong
arms and legs, observant eyes, bright mind and big heart
have completed this effort.

A decade and a half has passed since
that incident, and Joe Quiroga has not
yet stopped healing the land and healing the divisions that occasionally
crop up among people. On Earth Day
of 2012, more than 70 of his neighbors
and a half-dozen organizations—including farmers, ranchers, scientists,
permaculturists and community activists—came together to honor him
at the Santa Cruz County Earth Fest. It
was clear to everyone in the community that Joe Quiroga has left us a
legacy that will live on for decades, if
not centuries.

The Quiroga family has lived in Santa Cruz County for at
least six generations, and has strong ties to the other
side of the border as well. Many of Joe’s kin continue to
live and work in nearby Patagonia, where they have

One of the borderland residents who
came to honor Joe that hot April afternoon also deserves to be honored for
healing the lands along the border.

outside of Elgin, Arizona where he has worked for the
Jelks family over three decades.

new endeavor that has ultimately had more conservation impact on a landscape than most of us will ever
achieve in a lifetime. Joe looked out across the uneven
cover and ailing forage quality of the Sonoita Plains in
Santa Cruz County near Elgin, Arizona, and decided that
he wanted to try to heal the landscape. He built stone
check dams called trincheras wherever he saw watercourses down-cutting into erosive arroyos. Every day,
year after year, Joe Quiroga rearranged the erratic boulders exposed in gullies or on the sides of ridges, moving
dozens of them to span drainages in order to control
erosion and flooding in the arroyos of the Sonoita Plains.

When asked why he initiated and persisted at such
a long-term conservation effort, Joe Quiroga offered a
simple answer:
“Because the land needed it.”

Fifteen years later, Joe can look out across the land and
see the healing power of over a thousand rock-solid
check dams that he built with his own hands. They are
now holding hundreds of thousands of tons of soil and
grass in place on the Diamond C Ranch—the place
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Cerco de rama: Brush weir for erosion control | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan
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Walmart and
Michelle Obama

benefits have accrued, according to Ivan and Martha, by
looking at the ranch as a whole ecosystem, and then using locally available resources to advance ecological succession and increase biodiversity.
Joe Quiroga, Valer and Jho Austin, and Ivan and Martha
Aguire share something special, in addition to living on
some of the most beautiful and healthy ranches remaining in the borderlands: They take the long view of land
health and, in so doing, they have restored their own
landscapes. They remind me of what the great conservationist Aldo Leopold first learned 60 years ago when he
observed abundant soil, grass and deer resting behind
the check dams built centuries earlier in the Rio Gavilán
of Chihuahua:

(or, the miseducation of a high profile
food security advocate)

“I first clearly realized that the land is an organism [and]
that in all my life [before coming to the borderlands] I
had only seen sick land, but here was a biota still in perfect aboriginal health.”

Healing the land: Joe Quiroga and his trincheras check dams in Elgin | Photo Jay Dusard

I hear the terms “environmental health” and “ecosystem
health” frequently bandied about these days, but often
without the acknowledgement that when Leopold first
coined the term, deeply embedded in his concept were
the beneficial actions of land stewards from the borderland cultures. Skeptics who believe that humans can
only harm the land and deplete its biodiversity would do
well to follow Joe Quiroga, the Austins or the Aguirres
out onto their lands to see, first hand, the abundance
they have nurtured.

which claim that the Border Patrol can no longer cross
certain streams in their four-wheel drive trucks because
the water now flows so deeply!
If all of this rangeland healing emanated from only one
side of the border, environmental justice advocates
might categorically dismiss it. But on Rancho Inmaculada,
south of Caborca, Sonora, the stewardship initiatives of
Ivan Aguirre Ibarra and Martha Darancou de Aguirre
have attracted international attention and acclaim in at
least three best-selling books. The 26,000 acre ranch lies
in the driest reaches of the Sonoran Desert, but the
amount of grass and soil cover on the inside on
Inmaculada’s fence line dwarfs anything found immediately outside the ranch’s boundary.

Vamos a Walmartear: The biggest food business on both sides of the border | Photo © iStockphoto.com/KenWiedemann

By Maribel Alvarez

L

et me begin with a straightforward disclaimer: I am an
enthusiastic fan of First Lady Michelle Obama. She is
extremely smart and measured. However, given the way
she has cautiously chosen certain topics over others as
her White House platform priorities, I was not alone
among the ranks of progressive democrats (with small
“d”) who were puzzled (perhaps even floored) when she
aligned her “healthy eating” campaign with the goals of
the leviathan of corporate food chains—the best known
among them, Walmart.

fell to an eight-year low. The company started to reform.
But just as the reforms began to reverse Walmart’s negative image (i.e. Walmart was one of the first big corporations to endorse the mandate for employers to subsidize
employee healthcare), allegations of the company’s involvement in a huge bribery scheme in Mexico surfaced
in early 2012. If Walmart is found guilty of violating the
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, the fines could be in the
hundreds of millions. What’s more, the embarrassment
and damage already done to Mexico’s vulnerable rule of
law has an impact we see now and will continue to see
in the future.

At the press conference in January 2011, when she announced that the White House had reached an unprecedented agreement with Walmart to offer healthier food
options, Mrs. Obama declared the deal “a huge victory
for folks” all across the country.

Inspired by Holistic Resource Management guru Alan
Savory, Ivan Aguirre began to work with the desertified
ranch his father bought in 1975 and transform it into an
oasis where fresh water flows freely and cottonwoods
grow. He pays particular attention to the management
of native mesquite, chain-sawing its branch-loads of
feathery leaves to make tens of thousands of curvilinear
windrows that hold soil in place and increase fertility.
The larger trunks of pruned mesquite trees are then used
to make check dams, parquet tile floors, furniture, doors,
charcoal and a soil amendment known as bio-char.
Martha’s fine business sense has guided their efforts to
develop several mesquite-based cottage industries on
the ranch that employ dozens of their neighbors. At the
same time, Ivan manages 300 head of Beefmaster cattle
and brief periods of game hunting on the ranch that provide other steady revenue streams. All of these economic

Now, I should confess that as someone who has spent a
great deal time studying various forms of popular culture,
I don’t have the same degree of aversion to supermarkets,
department stores or discount outlets shared by some of
my colleagues in the food justice and cultural democracy
fields. But as a folklorist, I was intrigued by Mrs. Obama’s
use of the word “folks” in her statement—a code word
perhaps, or a direct reference to people on the bottom of
the economic scale. Anyone minding their wallets—as we
now know so well, the 99 percent—can certainly identify
and appreciate the actions of this high-level intermediary.
And let’s be fair: Walmart’s reforms seemed, as corporate
“mea culpas” go, sincere and on target. They were on the
right side of health reform; they launched a huge initiative among their suppliers to reduce packaging; they began a sweeping campaign to help women become

The skeptics didn’t have to dig too deep to find the evidence they needed to doubt Mrs. Obama’s claim. As the
world’s largest retailer (with over 10,000 stores worldwide), Walmart had spent the better part of the last decade cleaning up its tarnished record and reputation as
a ruthless corporate Big Brother. The list of wrongdoings
is well known: zoning ordinances bypassed; low wages
and no health insurance; the largest carbon footprint of
any manufacturer known to humankind; a mammoth
gender discrimination class action lawsuit; and crushing
effects on small businesses and competition.
Despite its gargantuan power, Walmart started to feel
the effects of embroiling controversy; in 2007, its stock
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charitable donations to nutrition programs, redesign
store supply options for easier identification of low sodium and low sugar foods, and open more stores in areas
known as “food deserts” (zones where people lack access
to supermarkets within one mile of urban homes and
within 10 miles in rural homes). Described by the First
Lady as a historic deal having the “potential to transform
the marketplace,” what harm could possibly come, I found
myself straining to ask, from such noble goals?
But hard as I tried to strike the middle-ground of pragmatism, the earnest responses from activists in the food
justice movement whom I truly respect gave immediate
pause to the cheering. The First Lady’s initiative, most
argued, got food security policy wrong. LaDonne
Redmond of the Institute for Agriculture and Trade
Policy cut to the chase:
“Walmart is using the term ‘food desert’ as a Trojan horse
to get into our communities and bring about more corporate control of our food system.”
Blogger Eric Hill expressed skepticism:
“More Walmart stores in food deserts doesn’t mean that
more people are going to be eating healthier.”

Getting grilled: First Lady Obama initiates a food fight | Photo © iStockphoto.com/
EdStock

My own colleagues and collaborators in the Arizona food
battlegrounds Gary Nabhan and Kelly Watters, went
even further in a GRIST article in June 2011:

business owners in Africa and Latin America. The healthy
food initiative the company crafted with Mrs. Obama was
part of a new wave of good corporate citizenship. Despite
these contextual qualifications, persistent skepticism in
the liberal and left-of-center media and blogosphere
dogged Mrs. Obama’s strange-bedfellows deal with
Walmart. On one level, the various efforts by the First
Lady to get involved on matters of food security, nutrition
and poverty (like her White House vegetable garden and
the Move Your Body campaign to get youth excited about
exercise) are a breath of fresh air. And not surprisingly, at
the center of her efforts to engage the largest retailer the
world has ever known, I sense a typical Obama-White
House pragmatism. Mrs. Obama and, implicitly, the president, seem to argue that the big-box supermarkets must
be brought into the conversation of food security, health
and food justice. This is an important point in need of a
pulpit. To advocate only for alternative co-ops, farmers’
markets or organic produce is to be out of touch with the
millions of people whose food habits are inevitably connected, by virtue of geography, supply or economics, to
large chain grocery stores.

“The $400 million that the Obama administration has set
aside to create greater food access in so-called food deserts will likely go to attracting full-service grocery franchises that heap upon our children megatons of empty
calories…the lack of a big-box store in our community
may be an asset, not a disadvantage in keeping our children healthy and secure.”
In an unpublished manuscript he shared with me,
Nabhan bluntly stated that the Michelle Obama 2011
Walmart initiative:
“…may go down in history as the most extensive and rapid
assault of Corporate America on the urban and rural poor
ever witnessed, but it was promoted under the guise of
providing fresh, healthy foods to those Americans who
are most at risk nutritionally and economically.”
Still, I insisted: Emotions alone should not drive this conversation. For a moment, let’s set aside the fact that for
most intellectuals and food activists, the brand name
Walmart has come to stand in, as McDonald’s did a decade earlier, for anything and everything that is wrong
with the industrial-agricultural-complex and global food
procurement system. And of course, I am aware that the
critics are right in one fundamental sense: Regardless of

The deal that Mrs. Obama brokered with Walmart involves large-scale commitments from the retail giant.
Walmart promised to offer more healthful foods, increase
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reports of research projects examining what is generally
known, in academic circles, as the “neighborhood environment thesis.” The typical research hypothesis goes
something like this: The food environment, including
the number and type of food stores available to residents
of a neighborhood, is associated with diet quality and
consumption of specific food items such as fruits and
vegetables. Furthermore, research strongly suggests that
targeting the levels of access to and variety of fresh
fruits and vegetables in a neighborhood (not just in matters of individual choice) may have the greatest potential to create sustainable dietary change. Studies report
that shopping or living in close proximity to a large supermarket (which tend to have the widest selection of
fruits and vegetables) is associated with greater consumption of fruits and vegetables; conversely, fruit
and vegetable intake decreases in white, African
American and Latino neighborhoods that have limited
availability to supermarkets and fresh produce, and
greater proximity to corner and convenience stores and
fast food outlets.

right or left ideologies, the reality of the process called
“Walmartization” cannot be brushed aside. Walmart now
sells more food than any other store in the world. Its
hardnosed practices of procurement to obtain the lowest prices worldwide, the aggressive and unprecedented
expansion of stores as a key strategy to secure the largest volume for their retail, and the $36 billion in profits
(not sales) that it posts annually, compared to the average wage and benefits of its employers, provide more
than ample reasons for concern. On the other hand, I
find it hard to simply dismiss Mrs. Obama as a shallow
political figure—one who has been duped by this bully

“Walmart is using the term ‘food desert’ as a
Trojan horse to get into our communities and
bring about more corporate control of our
food system.”

The combined research findings of this thesis offer preponderance of the evidence in favor of the benefits of
locating supermarkets in poor and minority communities. For example:

company into doing its bidding for more profits and
world dominance. As details of the deal unfolded, it became clear that Mrs. Obama sought to have the greatest
impact on the largest number of people. I came to the
sympathetic conclusion that key advisors must have
convinced Mrs. Obama that the “food desert” phenomenon was the single most important factor affecting
food security and nutrition. If that case was presented
to her with all the weight of social science research behind it, then it made sense that the Obamas set their eyes
on brokering a deal for greater food security with the
meanest “devil” in the food system. It seemed as if my
mental ruminations had finally led me to find a logical
path to explain the motivation (and perhaps to excuse
it?) of the dubious Mrs. Obama-Walmart friendship.

n One study found four times fewer supermarkets

located in African American neighborhoods than in
Caucasian neighborhoods.
n Several studies show that low-income neighbor

hoods have a higher density of unhealthy food
sources, specifically fast-food restaurants.
n A 2004 study reported only 18 percent of stores in

East Harlem carried food items recommended for
people with diabetes, compared to 58 percent of
stores in New York’s Upper East Side.
n One study found that supermarkets had double

the amount of heart-healthy foods than neighbor
hood grocery stores, and four times more hearthealthy foods than convenience stores.

Yet, for months, I walked around with an uneasy feeling:
Who is advising the Obamas? Worse yet, whose voices
are invited to sit around their debate tables at the exclusion of more grassroots, progressive and knowledgeable
points of view?

n A benchmark study determined that the presence of

a single supermarket within a census tract was
associated with a 32 percent increase in fruit and
vegetable intake in the area.

To answer my own question, I went looking for the data
that may have influenced Mrs. Obama’s perception of
where the “problem” of food security lies, and that subsequently may have informed her choice to design a fitting “solution.” As it turns out, this data was not difficult
to find. Health and nutrition journals are brimming with

If incontestable, this social science-backed evidence
would support Mrs. Obama’s deal with Walmart; if all the
evidence was irrefutable, Mrs. Obama’s alliance should be
seen as a most practical and transformative step forward.
The problem, as I discovered upon reviewing the extant
literature, is that the “evidence” is not so clear, after all.
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It is true: Overall, supermarkets generally carry a greater
diversity of fruits and vegetables than most corner
stores in poor neighborhoods. But research evidence has
also shown that not all grocery outlets known as “supermarkets” are the same. For instance, researchers have
noticed that when supermarkets offer ethnic foods and
cater to regional taste preferences, customers tend to
purchase more foods they traditionally like and increase
their consumption of fresh produce. Retail food sources
in minority and low-income communities can range
from USDA-defined “supermarkets” (food businesses that
exceed $2 million annual sales), to independently owned
mom-and-pop stores and ethnic markets, to convenience
stores attached to gas stations, to meat, bread and produce specialty stores.

nutrition-related diseases among the 94 percent Hispanic
and/or Native American population are among the highest anywhere. Given those circumstances, the presence
of a new Walmart with a produce section heralded good
news, right?

consumption, but also a determinant of what foods
are distributed and to whom in the global food commodity chain.

Fast, cheap and easy: Moving food across the continent
Photo © iStockphoto.com/Kubrack78

Furthermore, there are other cultural, parallel food economies inside low-income and minority communities
that outsiders can easily miss: these include backyard
tomatoes, eggs from home-grown chickens, home-cooked
traditional foods sold in informal settings and specialty
export foods from homeland countries. Several investigators have noted that the greatest flaw in studies of neighborhood food environments is the mix-and-match
confusion over what categories of food supply are counted. “The choice of data and methods for classifying food
stores has the potential to introduce measurement error
in epidemiologic studies,” observed a team of researchers
from the University of Michigan in 2010.

desert” thesis had no factual basis to begin with, researchers claimed. It is true that poor neighborhoods
tend to have nearly twice as many fast food restaurants,
but they also have nearly twice as many supermarkets
per square mile. No one is certain how the thesis of the
“food desert” became so widely (and blindly) accepted,
but some researchers point out to methodological mistakes on what was actually being measured (i.e. neighborhoods versus zip codes versus cities, etcetera). It
turns out that more recent research fails to establish a
consistent relationship between what young people eat
and foods sold near their homes or schools. In other
words, as the Times’s report concludes almost tongue-incheek, living close to supermarkets does not make people thin and living close to fast food outlets does not
make them fat.

The problem with the data that informed Mrs. Obama’s
initiative is not that it is wrong, per se, but that it
is incomplete.
Curiously, it is not so much what studies find that is the
source of error, but what studies miss. Thus, while it is
undeniable that convenience stores like Seven-Eleven
are less likely to carry healthy food, and that closer proximity to these stores is associated with higher prevalence of obesity, few if any studies have accounted for
how cultural factors specific to African Americans and
Latinos influence behavior-environment interactions
and subsequent risk for obesity. In other words, food
store proximity by itself cannot predict food behaviors.

Something far more complex—related to human behavior, pleasure and vulnerability—may be among the factors that explain the persistence and demographics of
obesity. In the case of Latinos, research has found acculturation to U.S. mainstream fast food and high-sugar and
-sodium foods influence shopping patterns and
dietary quality, regardless of the size of the nearest grocery store. This is, of course, the point that Nabhan and
Watters raised forcefully in response to Mrs. Obama’s
announcement. When a Super-Walmart moves into a
neighborhood it likely offers, numerically speaking,
more fruits and vegetables than the local bodega or tiendita, but it also offers a lot more of (and markets more
aggressively and at lower costs) the “bad stuff” that compromises health. It was this kind of dilemma that led
researchers in Mexico in the 1990s to substitute the term
“food insecurity” for “nutritional insecurity”—pointing
out that malnutrition is not only an effect of low food

In April of this year, the New York Times published an
investigative piece that questioned the link between socalled “food deserts” and obesity, as previously reported
in the same paper and other national publications. At
the heart of the Times’ investigation was the claim—a
claim that had been widely accepted as an article of faith
by Mrs. Obama and health advocates—that by simply
improving “access” to healthy foods, the obesity epidemic in the United States could be overturned. The “food
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The Obama administration’s effort to highlight food insecurity and the links between poor eating and poor
health may be the most instructive example of policy
that essentially “misses the forest for the trees.” In adhering to only one considerably confusing piece of the
research findings on “toxic food environments” (the
proximity to supermarkets), Mrs. Obama opened the
door for Walmart to appear as a good corporate citizen,
a corporation that helps food-insecure Americans. But
there is a more egregious problem here: Mrs. Obama’s
disregard for the alternative strategies for food production, food procurement and food consumption that already exist in many communities and that have proven
to be, as Nabhan has stated, “the real sources of affordable food diversity in America.” This fact makes the
Obama food policy one of the saddest missed opportunities of this administration.

But when Nabhan went on a foraging trip into Nogales
Walmart (a store the size of four football fields) he actually had trouble even finding its fresh produce section.
Within his first ten steps inside the doorway, he recalled
in a recent conversation, he was immediately barraged
with so many displays of high-fructose soft drinks,
snacks and deli-style fast foods that he completely
missed seeing the humble display of fruits hovering
nearby. Upon closer inspection, Nabhan was able to identify only 43 varieties of some 27 unique fruits and vegetables on display at the fresh produce section. Most of
these, however, could hardly be called “fresh” at all, since
they included onions, potatoes, sweet potatoes, carrots
and coconuts that could be kept for months after harvest. The meager display of fresh produce, Nabhan said,

Serving ethnic communities: Independently owned groceries do it better | Photo Maribel Alvarez

“was surrounded by Pink Snowballs and Crispy
Marshmallow Treats.”

To test his own assumptions about the Obama-Walmart
deal, Nabhan told me about a small experiment he undertook at the Walmart in Nogales, Arizona (the twin
border town immediately adjacent to Nogales, Sonora,
Mexico). Nogales is a place of intense “food insecurity”—
by 2010, one in five adults was unemployed. Ratios of

Ironically, within 20 minutes of the Nogales Walmart,
Nabhan found two Arizona-owned grocery stores—the
kind that the USDA would miss when measuring “food
deserts” because they are independently-owned with
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less than two million a year in revenues. At Food City,
which feels more like a Mexican marketplace than an
American supermarket, the fresh produce section covers
a fourth of the entire floor space. With fresh fruits and
vegetables piled high while statues of the Virgin of
Guadalupe hover over them, Nabhan found that Food
City offers 67 percent more varieties than the Walmart
down the road. These varieties include foods that are familiar to Mexican and Native American shoppers; some,
like nopalitos, or pads of prickly pear cactus, actually reduce blood sugar levels and improve insulin metabolism.

culturally-specific and locally-owned grocery store
firms like the ones Nabhan encountered in his own community and culturally and regionally specific food literacy programs. There is growing consensus among many
of the most progressive food activists today that market
strategies for food security need not be rejected at face
value, but rather must take into account a multiplicity
of food niches.
In response to criticism of their simplistic response and
their Walmart-loving initiative, the Obamas may argue
that other kinds of incentives for changing the current
food system exist through other programs in the departments of health, labor, education and other federal agencies. Indeed, such programs do exist. And they do some
good, somewhere; I’m sure of it. Lots of incredibly resourceful and determined people—at local Food Banks,
home gardens, small plots and roadside stands—transform the food system everyday in their own little corners of the nation. Each one of those small stories could
have used the help of one of the nation’s largest and
most credible, intelligent and elegant cheerleaders:
Michelle Obama. Sadly, they didn’t get the spotlight this
time; only Walmart did.

“Please Pass the Amaranth!”
Getting Back to our Food Roots
The oldest salad green in North America: Red dye amaranths make a come-back | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan

By Rebecca Wiggins-Reinhard

I’d like to tell you about Rubi Orozco, a Public Health

More diverse than a big box: Red Mountain Foods offers variety from both sides of the
border | Photo Lars Marshall

“When people think about eating healthy, they often
think about having to eat things that are very foreign to
the way they eat now, like wheat grass or soy. In reality,
we just have to look back a couple of generations, to go
back to what our grandparents were doing,” Rubi explains. “The food is still familiar enough, and is in our
genes, so we don’t have to try something entirely new.”

Specialist at La Mujer Obrera, a nonprofit in El Paso,
Texas. Rubi’s work is very inspiring to me, and I believe
it is important for all of us who live in the borderlands
to understand how and why Rubi is promoting women’s
empowerment, health and community economic development through healthy food. She is working to combat
the staggering rates of diabetes and obesity in her community in a very personal, effective way that inspires
pride in cultural traditions and celebrates an ancestral
connection to food.

Another 20 minutes away, in Patagonia, Arizona, another
locally-owned grocery truly put Walmart’s highly-hyped
efforts to shame. In just 300 square feet, Red Mountain
Foods offered 98 kinds of fruits and vegetables. According
to Nabhan’s estimate, Red Mountain harbors more than
36 percent of Food City’s biodiversity and double Walmarts’
in that same week. Furthermore, the owners of Red
Mountain, Barry Muehe and Ann Sager, have been collaborating with the Patagonia schools on a healthy snacks
program that serves all the schoolchildren, not merely the
80 percent who come from low-income households.

Through classes and workshops I’ve seen offered at
Mercado Mayapán, a Mexican artisan and foods market
at La Mujer Obrera, it is clear that Rubi is working to
bring this knowledge back. Drawing from the cultural
history of the Mesoamerican diet, she explores the
healthful qualities of the foods once consumed to highlight, celebrate and return to what is inherently good in
this diet.

Rubi has shared research with me that present a worrisome pattern: as immigrants—specifically Latino immigrants—begin to acculturate, certain healthful practices
are lost. With many people working two or more jobs, it
is often difficult to make time to cook fresh foods, and it
is easy to begin relying on fast, heavily processed foods
instead. Rubi says, “We don’t question these changes because they save us time right now, but in the future we
are really taking time off of our lives.”

Imagine what a difference it would make if, instead of
allocating nearly a half billion dollars in incentives for
Walmart to open additional food supercenters in urban
and rural communities, Mrs. Obama had campaigned to
put those resources into local grants for the creation of
more community gardens, farmers’ markets, community
kitchens where ethnic and small food entrepreneurs
could dream up new home-spun food businesses,
community-supported agriculture associations,

Dairy, for instance, was not a part of the Mesoamerican
diet, and many people from this region are lactose intolerant. Rubi explains, “We haven’t developed the ability
to digest it—much like how people from Europe often
have trouble digesting beans, while we can eat them
three times a day.” There were other forms of protein
and calcium that were commonly consumed, including

Her solution? Look to the healthy practices of
our ancestors.
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Digging it: La Semilla Food Center’s Raices de Tradicion y Salud youth garden
Photo Cristina Dominguez Eshelman

In one workshop, we made kohlrabi and apple slaw, beet and carrot slaw
and buttermilk coleslaw with green onions and cilantro. A seventh grade
student, Aretha, wrote to me, “Thank you for teaching my classmates and
I how to julienne apples and chiffonade mint leaves! The kohlrabi and
apple slaw we made was delicious and my favorite one yet! I have never
eaten coleslaw before (I was too afraid to try), but after trying the
coleslaw we made, I feel I should try more often!” Parents of students
in our culinary lessons also reported increased willingness to try new
vegetables at home.
I rest easy knowing I am part of an organization that inspires food justice
along the border. For me, food justice is giving the power to make
healthy eating decisions for those who have lost or forgotten it. My
community is rich as we build a local food system where we know our
farmers and grow our own food, where we cook and eat healthy meals
together and keep our food dollars circulating in the local economy.

La Semilla is Planting the Seed
in a Food Desert

amaranth and chia, a member of the mint family once
widely cultivated for its nutritious seeds. “Five hundred
years ago,” Rubi says, “these foods shared the same importance as corn and beans on the table. Yet today, many
people haven’t heard of them.”

By Rachel Morningstar
Together, my co-workers and I work with youth and families in southern New
Mexico and El Paso to reestablish connections between food, health, the
environment and the local economy. Our organization is called La Semilla
Food Center.
Several years ago, we were the recipients of a generous gift of 14 acres of
farmland in Anthony, NM. On this site, we are developing La Semilla Youth
Farm—a demonstration and education center where we will launch our
three-part youth program growing vegetables, preparing healthy meals and
selling the remaining produce at farmers’ market stands and restaurants in
the area. At La Semilla Youth Farm, kids and young adults learn about
sustainable agriculture and where their food comes from; they try both new
and traditional fruits and vegetables and learn how to prepare healthy meals;
they learn important entrepreneurial skills while marketing the produce
they grow.

While I’ve been familiar with chia seeds for several years,
it wasn’t until I was in my late twenties that I first heard
of amaranth: I was working in a community garden in
Chaparral, New Mexico, on a hot summer morning. It
looked like we had our work cut out for us, and that the
weeds were winning. As I started removing the weeds,

“The food is still familiar enough, and is
in our genes, so we don’t have to try
something entirely new.”

In our program Raíces de Tradición y Salud (Roots of Tradition and Health),
youth participate in hands-on gardening, permaculture, food systems and
culinary workshops. In our family culinary workshops, we create healthy
meals with local, seasonal produce. A sixteen-year-old Raíces de Tradición y
Salud participant, Natalie Méndez, shared, “This experience—it’s helping me
change my family’s eating habits and getting my sister out of the house. I’m
telling my friends about it to help them change their eating habits, and to
eat healthier.” The workshops reinforce multigenerational relationships
between siblings, parents and grandparents around relearning healthy
food traditions.

one of the garden participants told me that I was pulling
amaranth, which is actually edible and grows well
in a dry, desert climate. I couldn’t wait to try this nutritious plant.
Both amaranth and chia were key ingredients to the diets of warriors, long distance runners and young, physically active mothers during the Spanish conquest of the
Mesoamerican people. They were also used to pay tribute to Aztec royalty. However, at one time, colonial
Spanish rulers made these foods illegal. Rubi explained
to me that if a native farmer was caught cultivating amaranth, the penalty was severe: they might have a hand

In addition, La Semilla is working with several schools in the area to develop
school gardens and accompanying garden, food system and nutrition lessons.
Students grow many varieties of herbs and vegetables, both a part of their
ancient traditions (see companion piece) and ones they may have not been
acquainted with that are commonly grown in backyard gardens today. We
taste fruits (like apples) and vegetables (like kohlrabi) in the classroom,
often for the first time in their lives. Yes, some students had not tried apples!
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cut off, or even be killed. Naturally, the use of the seeds
became less prevalent as a result, and their cultivation
persisted in just a few regions, like the highlands above
Xochimilco, and the barrancas of the Sierra Madre
Occidental in Chihuahua, Sonora and Durango. Now, 400
years later, most people of indigenous Mexican descent
do not even know what they are, let alone how they can
be used or cultivated.
Amaranth is a very small seed, honey-brown or white in
color, and rich in protein and calcium. It can be ground
into fine flour for breads and atoles—traditional Mexican
and Central American hot drinks—or popped and sprinkled on fruit or mixed with honey. Chia is packed full of
omega-3 fatty acids, commonly found in fish. Sprinkled on
fruit or added to drinks, the small black, white or golden
seeds have a complete protein that is hard to find in vegetables, and is a healthy addition to vegetarian diets.

Tasting microgreens: One student at Loma Linda Elementary in Anthony, NM said, “The mizuna
with lime tastes as good as a lolipop!” | Photo Catherine Yañez

accustomed to greasy enchiladas and nachos piled with
cheese. My first experience with traditional Mexican
food was when I traveled to Chiapas, Mexico, as a graduate student. I discovered fresh tortillas, roasted corn and
beans, and stout coffee—all prepared over an open fire.
I hadn’t realized what I had been missing.

Many of the nutrition workshops Rubi organizes at
Mercado Mayapán are designed so that participants
have a tangible experience using traditional foods. She
uses a historical approach to improve health and introduce people to cultural foods by relating it to their history. “When you tie [nutrition education] to something
that is in our history, people connect with it at a deeper
level. They want to try things more, are more curious
about tasting it, and it builds a connection that goes beyond simply saying ‘this is a good source of protein.’”

“We need to re-define what Mexican food is,” Rubi tells
me. To this end, she is working to reintroduce traditional
foods including nopalitos (prickly pear cactus pads) salad with chili, onions and fresh cheese, popcorn, beets,
carrots, squash and black beans, jicama (a sweet root
vegetable) and tunas (prickly pear fruit) with chile pequins and lime. “[Before the conquest] we didn’t have
dairy, we didn’t fry things, we didn’t use lard and we
didn’t eat big animals,” she explains, “and connecting
people with this history creates a sense of pride…reaffirming that it’s ok to eat the food of our culture.”

La Semilla Food Center, a nonprofit organization that I
work with in southern New Mexico and west Texas is
fostering a local food movement (see sidebar on previous
page). To dovetail student lessons about growing and
preparing food from backyard gardens, we invited Rubi
to visit with youth in our program last summer. Rubi
talked with the youth about ancestral wellness and cultural food traditions that were lost through the conquest,
and encouraged youth to explore food traditions in their
homes. Kids tried herb toothpaste, learned about the traditional Mesoamerican diet and discussed how conceptions of Mexican food have changed over time.

The worldwide growth of fast food restaurants is a conquest of its own kind. Yet grassroots food activists and
organizations like La Mujer Obrera are offering a different
option for consumers. At Mercado Mayapán, shoppers can
find amaranth, chia and various dried herbs and spices,
among other ancestral foods. The restaurant also offers
traditional Mexican food, including grilled cactus stuffed
with mushrooms and chipotle chili, along with other
types of wholesome foods not commonly found in
Mexican or Tex-Mex restaurants today.

Part of Rubi’s mission is to reverse the stigma surrounding Mexican food—namely, that it is greasy, fried and
full of lard and cheese. In fact, many Tex-Mex and
Mexican food restaurants in this region offer foods that
are just that. However, Rubi teaches that the traditional
food of Mexico is much more wholesome and diverse
than its modern reputation suggests.

Rubi Orozco and others who share her vision are working to shift the eating habits of future generations away
from a Taco Bell culture, toward nourishing, ancestral
foods like amaranth and chia. Rubi’s work inspires me to
investigate my own ancestral food roots. Maybe soon it
will not be so strange to hear someone say, “Please pass
the amaranth!”

Growing up in north Texas, I always thought Mexican
food didn’t go beyond the Tex-Mex version that was
available in restaurants in my hometown. I, too, was
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EAT ON THE STREET: Has Tucson
Become TACO TRUCK CAPItAl of the u.s.?

rendezvous with music and other entertainment in the
parking lot of the downtown farmers’ market, within
blocks of the state capital. The Coalition has also encouraged its vendors to source their ingredients locally; many
pick up their ingredients from the Phoenix Public Market.
Other food wagon vendors in Phoenix and Tucson are
now sourcing some of their fresh produce from Market
on the Move, a project of the 3000 Club that obtains discounted tomatoes, peppers, onions and other vegetables
from transborder brokers in Nogales.

Within Arizona’s two largest metro areas, one can find
mobile vendors hawking African-American catfish and
corn bread, Cajun gumbo, Carolina pork barbecue,
Chinese stir-fried vegetables from a wok, Creole shrimp
po’ boys, Cuban sandwiches, Guatemalan pupusas,
Indian (O’odham and Yaqui) fry bread, Israeli falafels,
Japanese sushi and tempura, Korean “tacos,” Neapolitan
pizza, Parisian crepes, Tapatio-style posole and tepache,
and Texas barbecued beef.

…such trucks “are changing the landscape

It is obvious that Taco Bell and other Mexican food driveins can hardly beat street food vendors in terms of freshness, price or variety. What aficionado would choose a
commoditized hard-shell taco over soft, warm tortilla
and its fixings made the same day by the seasoned hands
of local women? But not everyone is gratified
by the growing presence of food wagons in Arizona’s
Metro areas.

of Tucson’s street food from the ubiquitous
taquería and Sonoran hot dog to more
eclectic fare…”

In Nogales, Arizona, some 35 registered Mexican food
stands are established along roadsides and parking lots,
and another 30 impromptu stands occasionally appear
over a year’s time. Nogales city officials and land owners
have triggered local controversy by demanding that
these vendors keep moving and regularly renew their
permits. What’s more, the Nogales restaurant owners
who allow street vendors to use their county-approved
kitchens on consignment—for early morning and latenight food preparations—have maxed out their capacity.
In light of this reality, Nils Urman of the non-profit
Nogales Community Economic Development is proposing to use government grants to develop a community
kitchen and walk-in coolers that can be rented by street
food vendors. But until this effort bears fruit, low-income residents in Nogales may have less access to affordable fresh foods than they require.

As Cathalena Burch wrote of the recent evolution of food
wagons in the Old Pueblo, such trucks “are changing the
landscape of Tucson’s street food from the ubiquitous
taquería and Sonoran hot dog to more eclectic fare: gourmet burgers, cheesesteak sandwiches, savory- and sweetstuffed crepes, organic ice cream and deconstructed
desserts, from fruit pies presented like French fries and
strawberry shortcake served as a slider.”

Who needs Taco Bell?: Street food beats fast food in Tucson | Photo Gary Paul Nabhan

By Gary Paul Nabhan, Regina Fitzsimmons,
Amanda Webb & Maribel Alvarez

Did you know that Tucson and its Pima County suburbs

Mexican immigrants settled in Arizona and acquired
the resources to start their own micro-enterprises, food
wagons and pushcarts were among their first, capitalized ventures.

have 12 times the number of mobile food services than
New York City? The county reports some 941 mobile food
businesses registered for business, including 235 full service food carts, 45 “dogero” push carts and 85 other mobile vendors in Tucson alone. Pima County appears to
have tied with Los Angeles County in California for having the highest ratio of mobile street food businesses to
people of any areas in the United States, with roughly
one vehicle offering food on the fly for every 1,000
residents.

While Tucson may have far more of these mobile microenterprises than the Valley of the Sun, the names of
Phoenix food wagons read like poetry: Jaime’s Bitchen
Kitchen; Jamburritos Cajun; Luncha Libre; Paradise Melts;
Puro Sabor; Sunshine and Spice; Torched Goodness; Udder
Delights. In addition, the Phoenix Street Food Coalition
has recruited 29 member-operators and regularly holds

Despite all the dynamism in the mobile food world of
Sonoran Desert cities, a few things remain certain today:
Low-income residents are eating a diversity of inexpensive and flavorful meals from food wagons. Collectively,
the menus cover hundreds of items and use dozens of
fresh, locally-produced ingredients. The wagons and
carts employ thousands of Arizonans who might otherwise be without work during these difficult times. They
feed hundreds of thousands of desert dwellers and we
return home satiated and nourished, for less than the
price of a Happy Meal.

Today, it may cost as much as $50,000 to build and equip
a full-service food truck to county standards, and an additional $500-1,000 to secure permits. But the payoff may
still be worth the effort. In the case of Daniel Contreras—
known in Tucson as El Guero Canelo—his Sonoran hot
dog carts expanded into three restaurants. Thanks to
coverage in the New York Times, National Public Radio
and, after the Tucson-based band, Calexico, named a song
after him, he’s become a legend across the border region
and nation.

For as far back as anyone can remember, Tucson lunch
wagons have supplied factory and office workers with a
variety of inexpensive, freshly-made fare. But when the
Sonoran hot dog craze spread from Hermosillo to Tucson
nearly 20 years ago, the number of push carts and mobile
food stands sharply rose. Street food is highly prized in
Mexico, among both blue and white collar workers. As

But it would be wrong to assume that Tucson’s mobile
food wagons are exclusively hot dog carts and taco
trucks. Other ethnicities and immigrants have added diversity to the street scene in Tucson and Phoenix as well.
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Food cart as art: The Saboras de Fronteras “taco diplomacy” wagon
Photo Gary Paul Nabhan
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has also spent considerable time in the field in Sonora, as
evidenced in the co-authored book and website, Chasing Chiles.
He currently lives in Nicaragua.

Maribel Alvarez is a folklorist, anthropologist, curator and
blogger. She is Associate Research Social Scientist at the
Southwest Center, University of Arizona. She co-founded and
co-directs Sabores Sin Fronteras/Flavors Without Borders. She
spent time in Sonora in 2009-2010 as a Fulbright Fellow researching the cultural history of wheat in northern Mexico.

Ken Meter is one of the more experienced food-systems analysts
in the U.S., having performed 79 regional or statewide studies in
30 states. He is also a contributing editor to the Journal of
Agriculture, Food Systems and Community Development, where
he writes a regular column, “Metrics from the Field.” Meter has
taught economics at the Harvard Kennedy School and the
University of Minnesota.

Jeffrey Banister is assistant research social scientist at the
University of Arizona’s Southwest Center and in the School of
Geography and Development. He is also assistant editor for
the Journal of the Southwest. He has traveled all over Mexico
and has been living and working on and off in southern
Sonora since 1994.

Rachel Morningstar reaches out to the community and creates
recipes for cooking workshops and demonstrations for La Semilla
Food Center. She holds a B.A. in Sustainability and International
Development from Arizona State University. She spends her time
in Las Cruces, NM growing, cooking and sharing good food with
anyone who will listen.

Laurel Bellante is a graduate student at the University of
Arizona. She is passionate about food as a key element in all
questions great and small regarding human relationships to
each other, to the land and to other living creatures. Her
master’s thesis focuses on emerging alternative food networks
in Chiapas, Mexico.

Gary Paul Nabhan is the Kellogg Endowed Chair for Food and
Water Security for the Borderlands at the Southwest Center of the
University of Arizona. With Maribel Alvarez, he co-founded the
Sabores Sin Fronteras Foodways Alliance. During the summer, he
is an orchard-keeper and heritage grain grower in Santa Cruz
County. His latest book is Desert Terroir.

Ernesto Camou-Healy is the author/coordinator of the book
Cocina Sonorense, the most widely celebrated book on traditional
Sonoran cuisine. He is also the most accomplished scholar of
Sonoran ranching history, and a frequent commentator on
immigration issues in both the U.S. and Mexican press.

Eric Perramond is a geographer who teaches Southwest Studies
and Environmental Sciences at Colorado College. He has devoted
more than a decade to documenting the social and environmental
issues associated with food production in northern Sonora,
including writing the monograph, Political Ecologies of Cattle
Ranching in Northern Mexico.

Kimberlee Chambers is an ethnobotanist and cultural geographer who has taught Environmental and Earth Sciences at
Willamette University. She has accomplished field studies of wild
chiltepin harvests in Sonora. She has also studied maize diversity
from the field to the kitchen in Central Mexico.

Richard Collins is a rancher, who previously researched and
provided cures for infections disease in Latin America. He
and his son run Collins C6 Ranch in Sonoita, Arizona. He has
authored over 60 scientific publications over three decades
and his first book, tentatively titled A Horseback Pilgrimage
in the Fields of the Lord, will be published in 2013.

Originally from Vermont, Kelly Watters moved to the Southwest
in 1998 where she organized and initiated farmers’ markets,
including the Santa Cruz River Farmers’ Market—ranked one of
“America’s Top Ten Farmers’ Markets” by Eating Well magazine
in 2007. Currently she is working in partnership with the
Community Food Resource Center and national grassroots
support organization, WhyHunger, to develop Somos La Semilla,
a network of educators and leaders in Arizona-Mexico border
communities that are engaged in food projects. Kelly lives in
South Tucson and loves to bake and broadcast seeds of ideas.

Katherine Curl is a M.A. student in Geography at the University
of Arizona and a Research Assistant on a Coupled Natural and
Human Systems (CNH) project studying ecohydrology and
decision-making in the San Pedro and Rio Sonora watersheds.
A native of Tucson, Katherine has spent many years living and
traveling around the world, but the Sonoran desert will always
be home.

How do we build a healthy, binational food system?
As the writers of this report assembled and dissected the many
facets involved in envisioning and working toward border food
justice, two fundamental points became clear: (1) there isn’t one
way to do, fix or think about any issue involved in our food system;
and (2) there are often many voices left out or unheard in
discussions about food security and sustainability.

If you could name one change that might allow people from both
Arizona and Mexico to access nutritious, culturally-relevant foods,
what would it be?

Rather than conclude with tidy answers and prescriptive models,
we want you to join in the conversation and research process. The
last word of this report belongs to you. Below are some prompts to
help you get started.

What social, economic, environmental barriers do you perceive as
impedances to your goals?

Please share your thoughts with us. Our mailing address is:
Sabores Sin Fronteras
The Southwest Center
University of Arizona
1052 N. Highland Avenue, Tucson, AZ 85721-0185

What are some success stories that could serve as models for
transformation (in urban and rural areas as well as in production,
distribution and consumption)?

We will collect your answers and share them on our website or in
future publications.

What pressing concerns do you and your neighbors have about
our current binational food system?
What tangible work would you like to see, or be part of, on both sides
of the border in the next 1-3 years?

What makes the trans-border food system unique or different
from others?
What have we forgotten? What do you wish we had asked?

Amanda Webb has experience with a various aspects of natural
resources management projects in Arizona, Wyoming, California
and Virginia. As a Master’s student, she studies ecology at the
University of Arizona. She strives to contribute to improved
ecosystem management strategies, biodiversity conservation and
resource sustainability in the context of climate change.

Regina Fitzsimmons is a writer and editor for the University of
Arizona Southwest Center and for the Sabores Sin Fronteras
Foodways Alliance. She lives in Tucson where she blogs about
seasonal food at reginarae.com.

How would you define “borderlands food justice”?
Who else should we be talking to or engaging in this conversation?

Rebecca Wiggins-Reinhard works with La Semilla Food Center
to create a more equitable, healthy and sustainable food system
in the Paso del Norte region of southern New Mexico and El Paso,
Texas. She and her colleagues are developing a youth farm and
demonstration site, and are partnering with youth and families
to cultivate a new generation of healthy eaters and growers
committed to sustainable agriculture. Rebecca is also a Food
and Community Fellow with the Institute for Agriculture Trade
and Policy.

Megan Kimble is a writer in Tucson, Arizona, where she is a
student in the University of Arizona’s MFA program for Creative
Nonfiction. She writes for the Los Angeles Times, Matador Travel,
Terrain.org and contributed to National Geographic’s Guide to the
State Parks. Megan runs, hikes, travels and loves breakfast and
chocolate chip cookies.

Kraig Kraft is an agro-ecologist who studied the origins and
domestication of wild chiles for his dissertation research at the
University of California at Davis. He grew up in New Mexico, but

If we achieved border food justice, what indicators of success would
you be able to see, hear or taste?

Name (optional):
Occupation:
Place of Residence:
Email (optional):
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The U.S.-Mexico Borderlands | Illustration by Paul Mirocha

What would true border
food justice taste like, look
like and feel like to you?

Photo this page, back cover top and bottom right: Bill Steen
Photo back cover bottom left: © iStockphoto.com/eyecrave
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The Southwest Center, W.K. Kellogg Program in Borderlands Food and Water Security
1052 North Highland Avenue, P.O.Box 210185, Tucson, Arizona 85721-0185

520.621.2484
www.swc.arizona.edu
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